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This five-year program review is designed lo study the three majors in the Business
Administration Division of Seaver College (Seaver Business) , The division offers majors in
Accounting, Business Administration , and International Business , as well as minors in accounting ,
marketing, and nonp rofit management. Starting in Fall 2015, the division will begin to participate
with the Grazadio School of Management (GSBM) in offering a masters in science in accounting
(MSA). Al l of these programs will be looked at from the perspective of their role in the college
and university, their effectiveness in preparing students for future chapters in their lives, how they
contribute to the world outside of Pepperdine, and how they compare with similar programs that
are offered in similar institutions . The report concludes with recommendations on how to not only
maintain the effectiveness of our majors, but to make them even stronger .
The organization of the report will follow closely the order proposed by the Program Review
Guidebook for Academics Departments published by the Pepperdine Office of Institutional
Effectiveness , as it was revised in January 2014 . As such , the review will begin with a self-study
that looks at the division's majors from an internal and external perspective as well as the
mission , purpose, goals, and outcomes of our division and lts majors . The next sectton of the
self-study is to summarize the evidence contained in the annual assessments since the last five
year program review (conducted in June 2011) . Following the self-study this report will then
focus on the external review conducted in fall 2014 by The Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business (MCSB) . Ftnally, we will conclude with the suggestions on how the
program can be strengthened for the next five year program .
There is significant overlap between all lhree majors offered by Seaver Business . For this
reason , much of what follows will be reported jointly to avoid redundancy . When the issue
studied (such as the review of evidence) differs from major to major each major will be reported
separately .
SELF ST UDY
I- Introdu ction

Internal Context
The historical deve lopment of the division and its programs
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The study of business as part of the Pepperdine curriculum was called for by no less than the
founder of the institution, George Pepperdine . In his Dedicatory Address, recited every year
during the university 's Founder's Day, George Pepperdine forecasted that "Young men and
young women in this institution will be given educational privileges equal to the best in the liberal
arts, business administration , Bible training, and later, we hope , in preparing for various
professions. " (emphasis added) Despite this, a business administration division did not appear
for more than 35 years after the college's founding . In 1970 George Pepperdine College was
renamed Pepperdine University to reflect the addition of graduate and professional schools .
When the Malibu campus was opened , there were no busine ss classes offered . In 1973
business classes were offered for the first time in Malibu, but it was not clear which entity, the
(graduate) School of Management , or the undergraduate program , would have jurisdiction over
the business classes taught in Malibu . In the mid-1970s Pepperdine President William Banowsky
mandated that the business administration division would be created as part of Seaver College.
Originally , the division offered degrees in only accounting and business administration . In 1995,
the international business program was initiated .
Where the division is situated
Compared to most undergraduate business programs in the country, Seaver Business is uniquely
situated. It ls a fL1ll-service undergraduate business program housed in a respected liberal arts
college . As mentioned earlier undergraduate students can earn bachelors of science degrees in
accounting, business administration, or international business . Most undergraduate bachelors
business programs are housed in a separate business schools that offer graduate degrees also,
or are housed in more vocationally oriented undergraduate colleges.
The unique abllity to give Seaver Business students liberal arts instruction as well as strong
training in business is both an asset and a liability. The benefit comes from the background in the
liberal arts that make our graduates ' backgrounds more diverse and textured . This gives them a
greater appreciation of the arts , literature, and moral fortitude , while also giving them greater
flexibility in the future labor market.
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The placement in a liberal arts college, ln general, and Seaver College, in part icular, increases
the expectations on the facu lty and staff that we wil l serve as mentors, advisors , and role models
for our students. These expectations on faculty are not present In most undergraduate business
programs that are affiliated with a graduate school . While this may be looked on as a negative
the faculty members in Seaver Business are not only prepared to take on these added
responsibility, they are eager to fil l these roles.
As a counter to these positives the division feels that it is often misunderstood by their liberal arts
colleagues, some of whom. resent having a "vocational " school in their midst , and do not
acknowledge the realities of the labor market tl1at require the college pay faculty membe rs in the
business disciplines higher , competit ive, salaries to secure first-rate faculty , The self-study wi ll
return to this topic when program sustainab11ityls addressed .
Programs offerecj
Majors
Seaver Bustness offers three majors, Accounting, Business Administration, and International
Business .
Minors
Besides the majors, the division also provides students the opportunity to minor ·in marketing.

Another minor is offered in accounting (useful if a student wants to sit for the CPA exam without a
BS degree in accounting) . The division also houses the nonprofit management minor .
Beyond the BS
Five-Year MBA program Accounting, business and international business majors are eligible to
part icipate in the 5 year MBA program , that allows a student who starts his or her career as an
accounting , business adm inistration or international business major to receive a MBA degree in
five years from the time he or she entered as a first year student. The studenl takes classes in
Seaver Business for three and one-ha lf years , and spends the lasl one and one-half years at the
Grazadfo School of Management (GSB M). This jo int program was in its infancy wt,en the last
five-year program was written .
Masters of Sdence in Accounting The newest degree program offered through Seaver Business
is the masters of science in account ing (MSA) , The MSA program is a joint program wilh GSBM
that allows an accounting major to earn a MSA by taking a year's worth of classes after receiving
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GSBM wlll also recruit students to participate in the program . The

classes in the fifth year are taug ht by a combination of Seaver Business and GSBM faculty The
launch of this program was motivated by a mandate that candidates for the CPA must have at
least 150 hours credit to be eligible for the CPA exam. The first cohort of the MSA will begiMin
fall 2015 .
The division does not offer forma l concentrations. There was discussion in the last five-year
review that the division would abandon its international business major In favor of a curriculum
that wou ld promote concentrat ions in various business disciplines (international business,
marketing, management, human resources , etc.). The proposal to eliminate the international
business major, however, met with oppos ition from the administra tion because at that time it was
still a popular major. Division faculty did not support the proposal of emphasis because of the
potential it would increase the number of courses that the division would have to offer to provide
sufficient depth , and the desire to keep degrees that offered an exposure to a broad spectrum of
classes, as opposed to specialization .
In addition to our majors , minors and other degree programs , the division supports degree
programs in other divisions . Specifically, the division supports the integrated marketing
communication major, the sport administration major , the Internationa l studies management
specialization international studies major. Courses in the business administration division also
serve as electives for the confl ict management program.
Besides the introduction of the MSA program, the sport administration major, and the conflict
management program, the only changes made to the Seaver Business program since the last
five-year review are some relatively minor prerequ isite changes, there have been no substantial
changes in the program since the 2011 five-year review
Field and Discipline The faculty and students make numerous contributions to the field of, and
disciplines in, business. As institutiona l support for faculty-student collaboration increases , this
collaborative activity is becoming more common in our division . Faculty-student collaboration
have led to several papers being presented to the Summer Undergraduate Research Program
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(SURP) conferences in recent years , and at least one paper being presented to a professional
conference.
Faculty have won best paper awards at national conferences , while others have been invited to
participate in international gatherings of scholars on topics as varied as mathemat ical economics ,
the Olympics , and CS Lewis. Last fall, a book on diversity and inclusion by of one of our
business division faculty member was released to significant positlve reviews .
Mission, Purpose. Goals, and Outcomes
Program 's mission and purpose The division adopted the following mission statement before the

previous five-year review.
The mission of the Business Administration Divfsion is to prov ide you ng adults with a superfor
business and liberal arts education that prepares them for lives of ethical service and professional
achieveme nt in a competi tive world. We seek to accomplish our mission through :
•

•

•

How we teach
o By offering innovative, challenging, and academically excellent courses .
o By fostering active learning with a focus on experiential learning, especia lly
service learning.
o By emphasizing the critical-analytical process with a focus on problem
anticipation and prevention, recognition , and solution.
What we teach
o By offering a Christian perspective on business management and leadership
o By championing the concept of the leader who serves.
o By emphasizing not only the content by the process and ethics of business .
a By teaching the interrelatedness of persons, disciplines, and nations .
o By providing foundation skills that can be used throughout one's life of
continuous learning.
Our relationships with our students
o By serving as a positive role model to our students, striving to reflect Christian
va lues in our own behavlo r.
o By providing sound advlce and counsel concerning curricula, careers, and life.
o By treating students with respect, being open to constructive feedback .
o
By seeking to model lifelong learning , thus inspiring their intellectual curiosity
Our persona l and professfonal development
o By being actively engaged in our faith community.
a By active involvement in the campus community through service to the Seaver
community.
o By active participat ion in the professional community through research , scholarly
papers , publications , and service .
o By active service in our communities in which we live.
o By modeling effective stewardship of our time, talents, and resources in service
to God, family, and others.
Our relationship with our colleagues
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By significantly col laborating in our teach ing and research, building on our
diversity and our various strengths.
By honest ly and openly communicating lovlng and constructi ve feedback In order
to foster growth and personal deve lopment.
By humb ly recognizing our own weaknesses and striving for continuous growth .
By building each other up and developing a closeness that allows us to paly
together and to pray together .

Prodded by our external revlew team that the division needed a more compact, operattonal,
mission statement that would affect more the operational. budgetary, priorities and would be
easier to use to determine faculty qua lifications standa rds, in March 2015 the div1sion faculty
1

adopted the following mission statement. .. ·

We educate, mento,; and encourage our students to:
• develop into inquisitive, articulate, and creative professionals.
exemplify strong moral character.
• make a positive difference in the world.
• become the people that God created them to be.
Outcomes The first line of the older mlssion statement exp licitly states what our purpose is, "to
provide young adults with a superior business and liberal arts education that prepares them for
lives of ethical service and professiona l achievement." We feel that this, and the newer mission
statement follow the meaning and the directive from George Pepperd ine's 1937 Founder's
Address .
In short , each year. our program should result in a group of morally strong , creative , graduates
who are life-long learners yearning to serve as creative probl.em solvers in wherever their
professional and personal lives take th em. One of the ways this may manifest itself would be
through tl1e job market placement and advancement once initially placed. It is by no means,
however, the only-or even the prima ry way to measure these if these outcomes have been
achieved.

1 It should be hoted that the division does not view the new mission statement as a replacement

for the original one. Instead it is a restatement of much of the or igincil mission statement in the
areas of what we hope to accomplish and model for our stL1dents.
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Our students
The Business Administration Division has more majors (and pre-majors) than any other division
at Seaver . The appe ndices 1 through 3 contain tables that profile our majors . Appendix 1
summarizes the metrics of the accounting majors from 2010 until 2013, the last year dat-a were
available . Appendices 2 and 3 do the same for Business Administration and International
Business , respectively . In all cases , the first table in the series presents the number of majors ,
the second table in the series presents the SAT and high school GPA for the major , the third table
in the series reports gender, while the final table in the series reports ethnicity.

Meaning of the Degree
Students who are admitted to Seaver College and declare a Seaver Business major are classified
as pre-accounting , pre-business administration, or pre-interna(lonal business. To be fully
adm itted to the major, students must take seven or eight classes (depending upon the major)
receive

a grade

of C- or better in these classes and have an overall GPA of 2.5 or higher when

they apply . The classes that the pre-major must complete to be fully admitted to the major are
given in Table 1.
I t d P nor
. to F uII-Ad m IssIon
. t o th e Ma1or
.
1- C ore Courses to be C ompee
Accou nting
Business & International Business
AC224 (Financial Accounting)
• AC224 (Financial Accounting )
Econ/B A 210 (Intro to Microeconomics)
• Econ/BA 210 (Intro to Microeconomics)
Econ 211 (Intro to Macroeconomics)
• Econ 211 (Intro to Macroeconomlcs)
BA212 (Business Computing
• BA212 (Business Comput ing
Applications)
Applications)
Math140 (Calculus for Business &
• Matl1140 (Calcu lus for Business and
Economics
Economics)
Math 141 (Probability , Linear Systems ,
• Math 141 (Probability, linear Systems ,
and Multivariabl e Optim ization)
and Multiv ariable Optimizat ion)
BA216 (Statistical Analysis for
• BA216 (Statistics for Business)
Business)
AC313 1Intermediate Accounting I)
T ae
bl

.

.

.
.
•

.
.
•

These classes provide the foundation for the upper divis ion classes that the student is required to
tal<e upon ful l admission to the major. Th e rema inder of the classes that a Seaver Business
major is required to take is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2-Course Requirements for Seaver Business Majors
Account ing Major
Business Administration
Interna tional Business Major
Major
Core Courses

Core Courses

Core Cou rses

Math 140 (Calculus)

Math 140 (Calculus)

Math 140 (Calculus)

Math 141 (Probability , Linear
Systems, Multivariable
Optimization)

Math141 (Probability , Linear
Systems, Multivariable
Optimization)

Math141 (Probability , Linear
Systems, Multivariable
Optimization)

BA 212 (Business Computing
Applications)

BA 212 (Business Computing
Applications)

BA 212 (Business Computing
Applications Decisions)

BA 216 (Statistical Ana lysis for
Business Decisions)

BA 216 (Statistical Ana lysis for
Business Decisions)

BA 216 (Statistical Analysis for
Business)

Econ211 (Introduction to
Macroeconomics )

Econ2 11 (Introduction to
Macroeconomics )

Econ2 11 (Introductio n to
Macroeconomics)

BA/Econ210 (Introduction to
Microeconomics )

BA/Econ210 (Introduc tion to
Microeconomics)

BA/Econ210 (Introduction to
Microeconomics)

AC224 (Financial Accoun ting)

AC224 (Financial Accounting)

AC224 (Financial Accounting)

UQQer Divis ion Courses

AC225 (Managerial
Accounting)

AC225 (Managerial
Accounting)

UQQer Divis ion Courses

UQQer Division Courses

AC311 (Intermediate
Accounting II)

BA355 (Principles of
Market ing)

BA355 (Principles of
Market ing)

AC312 (Advanced Accounting)

BA358 (Legal and Regulatory
Environment of Business)

BA358 (Legal and Regulatory
Environment of Business)

BA352 (Management Theory
& Practice)

BA366 (Orga nizationa l
Behavior)

AC310 (Intermediate
Accounting I)

AC313 (Cost Analysis)
AC314 (Advanced Cost
Analysis & Systems)
AC422 (Income Tax
Accounting)
AC425 (Auditing)
AC429 (Seminar in Accounting
Theory)
BA321 (Financial
Management)
BA355 (Princip les of
Marketing)
BA358 (Legal & Regulato ry
Environment of Business)
BA366 (Organization
Behavior)
BA 497 (Business Policy,
Strategy, and Ethics)
BA598 (Service Leadership
Proiect)

- or-

BA321 (Financial
Management)

BA 366 (Organizational
Behavior)

BA447 (Interna tional Finance)

BA321 (Financial
Management)

BA451 (Operations
Management)

BA445 (Manageria l
Economics)
BA451 (Operations
Management)
BA452 (Quantitative Analysis)
BA497 (Business Policy,
Strategy , and Ethics)
BA598 (Serv ice Leadership)

-orBA452 (Quantitative Analysis)
BA457 (Legal Environment of
International Business)
BA474 (International
Marketing)
BA497 (Business Policy ,
Strategy, and Ethics)
BA598 (Service Leadership)

One upper divlsion business
elective .

+2 courses from an approved
11stof international courses in
the Seaver Catalog .
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The course material builds upon each other with the student taking the capstone classes in their
fina l semesters. Unlike many business majors, all Seaver Business majors are required to take
two capstone classes. The traditional capstone course is the Business, Policy , Strategy and
Ethics class (BA497). The second capstone class is the Service Leadership Project (BA598) .
Institutional Learning Outcomes, Program Learning Outcomes, and Student Learning Outcomes
Pepperdine and Seaver have developed Inst itutio na l Learni ng Outcomes (ILOs) that describe
what a Seaver graduate should be able to do, regardless of the program in which they earn a
degree , In other words, these represent the universal outcomes that every Seaver graduate
should be able to demonstrate . These are:
ILO #1 Demonstrate expertise in an academic or professional discipline , display proficiency in the
discipline, and engage in the process of academic discovery .
ILO #2 Appreciate the complex relationship between faith, learning, and practice.
ILO #3 Develop and enact a compelling persona l and professional vision that values diversity.
ILO #4 Apply knowledge to real-world cha llenges.
ILO #5 Respond to the call to serve others .
ILO #6 Demonstrate commitment to service and civic engagement.
ILO #7 Think critically and creatively, communicate clearly, and act with integrlty.
ILO #8 Practice responsible conduct and allow decisions and directions to be informed by a
val ue-cente red life.
ILO #9 Use global and local leadersh ip opportunities in pursuit of justice.
Progra m Lea m ing Outcomes represent what the div tsion faculty believe should describe every
graduate holding a degree from one of Seaver Business' majors.

Each major has its own set of PLOs, but there is significant overlap, and while there are slight
changes in wording to fit the particular major, the overall thrust is the same .
For account ing majors , the PLOs are:
A student who graduates with a major In accounting should be able to:
PLO #1 App ly, analyze , summarfze and explain financial acco untihg concepts. Apply, analyze
and summarize other accounting concepts. Apply and analyze the fundamental
concepts of business law, economics, finance, management science, management ,
organizational behavior, and marketing
PLO #2 Evaluate business and accounting problems from the perspective of multiple business
disciplines and then formulate, communicate, and defend recommendations to
decision-makers based on those evaluations
PLO #3 Produce clearly written, concise analyses, and deliver clear, well organized ,
persuasive oral presentations
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PLO #4 2 Work more effectively with others by either
a. Understanding and recognizing the importance of diversity or inclusion . OR
b. Understanding one 's own unique cultural background and the backgrounds of
other students and faculty members . OR
c. developing effective interpetsonal interactions. OR
d. developing effective group interactions
PLO #5 Analyze business and accounting situations in keeping with professional standards
and moral values and recommend appropr iate courses of action
PLO #6 Demonstrate a comm itment to civic engagement by applying accounting knowledge in
a service project

For business majors , the PLOs are:
A student who graduates with a major in business administration should be able to:
PLO #1 Demohstrate a significant understanding of the fundamenta l concepts of accounting,
business law, economics. finance , management science , management and
organizational behavior, and marketing
PLO #2 Evaluate business problems from the perspective of multiple business disciplines and
then formulate , communicate , and defend recommendations to decision-makers
based on those evaluations
PLO #3 Produce clearly written, concise analyses , and deliver clear , well organized,
persuasive oral presentations
PLO #4 Work more effectively with others by either :
a. understanding and recognizing the importance of diversity or inclusion. OR
b. understanding one's own unique cultural background and the backg rounds of
other students and faculty members . OR
c. developing effective interpersonal interactions . OR
d. developing effec tive group interactions .
PLO #5 Analyze business situations in keeping with professiona l standards and moral values
and recommend appropriate courses of action
PLO #6 Demonstrate a commitment to civ ic engagement by applying business knowledge in a
service project
For Internationa l Business the PLOs are:
A student who graduates with a degree in International Business should be able to:
PLO#1: Demonstrate a significant understanding of the fundamental concepts of international
finance and marketing and the legal env ironment in which internat ional businesses
operate .
PLO#2 : Evaluate business issues from a transnational perspective, integrating multiple
business discip lines, and be able to formulate business plans that incorporate
appropriate response to cross-cultura l differences and then communicate, and defend
recommendations to decision makers .

2 In 2014 , PLO#4 was rewritten to the PLO presented here. Prior to 2014 , PLO#4 read,
"Recognize the importance of diversity and integrate their unique cultural backgrounds with those
of other students and with faculty members to develop effective interpersonal and group
interactions.'' The rewritten PLO is the same for ail majors .
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PLO#3: Produce clea rly written, conc ise analysis, and de liver clear, wel l organ ized, persuasive
oral presentations.
PLO#4: Work more effectively with others by either
a. understand ing and recognizing the impor tance of diversity or inclus ion. OR
b. understanding one's own unique cultural background and the backgrounds of other
students and faculty members . OR
c. developing effective interpersonal interactions . OR
d. developing effective group interact ions .
PLO#5 : Analyze International business situations in keeping with professional standards and
moral va lues and recommend appropriate courses of action.
PLO#6: Demonstrate a commitment to civic engagement by app lying accounting knowledge in
a service project.
The division's PLOs are covered in the courses taken by Seaver Bus iness students. The
curriculum maps that have been used since the last program review are shown in Tables 4, 5,
and 6 . The tables show if the PLO is introd uced (1), developed (D), or mastered (M) in a course.

Table 4-Curriculum Map for Accounting Degree
Accounting Degree Curriculum Map
PL0# 2
PL0#3
PL0# 4
Co urse
PL0 # 1
Numb er
1-D
AC 224
I-D
I
I
D
D
D
D
AC 310
D
AC 311
D
AC 312
M
D
D
D
D
D
AC 313
D
AC 314
M
D
D
D
D
M
D
AC 422
M
AC 425
M
D
M
M
M
D
AC429
BA 210
I
ECON 211
I
I
D
D
MATH 140
I
MATH 141
I
I
I
I
BA 212
I
BA 216
I
D-M
BA 321
M
D
D
1-D
D
D
D•M
BA355
BA 358
I-D
M
D
D
1-D
I
D
D-M
BA 366
M
M
M
M
BA497
M
M
M
BA 598
M

PL0#5

PL0#6

I
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

I
D
D
I-D
M
M

D
D
M
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Table 5-Curr iculum Map for Business Administration Degree
Business Curriculum Mae
PL0#5
PL0#4
PL0#2
PL0#3
PL0#1
Course
Course
Title
Number
I
I
I-D
I-D
AC 224
D
D
D
AC 225
I
BA 210
I
ECON 211
D
D
I
I
MATH140
I
I
MATH141
I
I
BA212
I
I
BA 216
D
I
D
D-M
M
BA 321
D-M
D
D
D
I-D
BA352
O-M
D
D
D
I-D
BA355
D
D
D
I-D
M
BA 358
D-M
I-D
D
I
I-D
BA 366
D
D
D-M
BA445
D
D-M
D
0
BA451
D
D
BA452
M
M
M
M
M
BA497
M
M
M
M
M
BA 598
Table 6-Curricul um Map for International Business Degree
International Business
PL0#5
PL0#4
PL0#3
PLO#
PL0#1
Co urse
2
Number
1-0
1-0
AC 224
I
BA 210
0
D
0
AC 225
I
ECON 211
0
I
0
I
MATH 140
I
I
MATH 141
I
I
BA 212
I
I
BA 216
I
D
D
O-M
M
BA 321
D
D-M
0
0
I-D
BA 355
D
0
0
M
1-0
BA358
1-0
O-M
I
D
1-0
BA366
0
O-M
BA447
D
0
BA457
O-M
O-M
0
D-M
BA474
M
M
M
M
M
BA497
M
M
M
M
M
BA598

PLO#G

D

D

D
M

PLO#G

In a division meeting in fall 2014, the division reviewed these curriculum maps and made some
c hanges to reflect our expe rience over the cycle of assessi ng the effect iveness of achiev ing our
PLOs. The revised curriculum maps, and the ones that wil l be used go ing forward are shown in
tables 7, 8, and 9.

0
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M
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Course
Num ber
AC 224
AC 310
AC 311
AC 312
AC 313
AC 314
AC422
AC 425
AC 429
BA 210
ECON 211
MATH 140
MATH 141
BA 212
BA216
BA 321
BA 355
BA 358
BA366
BA497
BA 598

Course
Number
AC224
AC 225
BA 210
ECON 211
MATH140
MATH141
BA212
BA 216
BA 321
BA352
BA355
BA 358
BA366
BA445
BA451
BA452
BA497
BA 598

Table ?-Curriculum Map for Accounting Degree
PL0# 1
PL0#2
PL0#3
PL0# 4
1-D
D
D
D
D
D
D
M
M

I-D
D
D
M
D
D
M
M
M
I
I
I
I
I
I
M
I-D
I-D
D
D
D

I
I
I
I
M
D
D
I
M
M

I
D

I
D

D
D
D

D

D
D

D
D

D
D
M
M
M

D-M

PL0 #5

I
D
D
D
D
D
D
M
D

M
D
M

I
D
D
I
M
M

Table 8-Curriculum Map for Business Adm inistration Degree
PL0#1
PL0# 2
PL0 #3
PL0#4
PL0# 5
Co urse
Title
1-0
1-D
I-D

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

M
I-D
I-D
I-D
D
D-M
D
D
D
D

M
D
D
D
I
D
D
D
M
M

PLO#G

D
D
D
M
D
D-M

0-M
O-M

M
M

D
M

M

I
M

PLO#G

I
I
D
D
I

D
M
M

I
M
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Course
Numbe r
AC224
BA210
AC 225
ECON 211
MATH 140
MATH 141
BA212
BA 216
BA 321
BA 355
BA358
BA 366
BA447
BA457
BA474
BA497
BA598
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Table 9-Curr iculum Map for Internat ional Business Degree
PLO#1
PLO#
PLO#3
PLO#4
PLO#5

PLO#6

2
I-D
I
I-D
I
I
I

I
I
M
I-D
I-D
D
D-M
D
D-M
D
D

I-D

I
I
I
I
M
D
D
I
D
D
D
M

M

D
D
M

D-M

M

I
D
D
I

D-M
M
M

D-M
D
M

M
M

NOTE : While some of the core courses mentioned earlier, will satisfy genera l education classes,
Seaver Business does not offer any classes that are strictly general education classes .
Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs)
Student Learning Outcomes are the resu lt and product of each class. In the previous five year
review, a goal was set that all Seaver Business syllabi would not only have clearly stated SLOs,
but would also relate the SLOs to the PLOs. Every semester, each syllabus is reviewed to be
sure that the course's SLOs are clearly stated and related to appropriate PLOs. According to the
review of our last annual assessment , this goal has been met.
Support for the Institutional Mission
As one can see the PLOs for each degree program is highly analogous to the corresponding PLO
for the other two degree programs . To assure that Seaver Business PLOs suppor t the ILOs,
ensur ing that Seaver Bus iness graduates will meet the profile inferred by the ILOs, Table 3
relates the Seaver Business PLOs and the ILOs. For the purposes of simplicity, we do not
duplicate Table 10 for all Seaver Business degree programs since the PLOs for all the programs
are so similar.

I
M
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Table 10- Relation between Seaver Business PLOs and Pepperdine 's ILOs.
PLO1

PLO2

✓

✓

PLO3

PLO4

PLO5

PLOG

Institutiona l Learning Outcomes (ILO)
ILO #1 Demonstrate expertise in an academic
or professional discipline, display
proficiency in the discipline, and
engage in the process of academic
discovery.
ILO #2 Appreciate the complex relationship
between faith, learning, and practice.
ILO#3 Develop and enact a compelling
personal and professional vision that
values diversity.
ILO #4 Apply knowledge to real-world
challenqes .
ILO #5 Respond to the call to serve others.
ILO#G Demonstrate commitment to service
and civic enqagement.
ILO #7 Think critically and creatively,
communicate clearly , and act with
intemitv.
ILO #8 Practice responsible conduct and allow
decisions and directions to be informed
by a value-centered life.
ILO #9 Use global and local leadership
opportunities in pursuit of justice .

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

The programs at Seaver Business embody the mission of the college and the university. Below
are two samples from the Seaver Vision 2020 strategic plan and the Seaver Business mission
statements to show the great deal of overlap.

Seaver
[Seaver's) task is to prepare persons of
diverse economic, social , ethnic , and
religious backgrounds to become moral and
intellectual leaders and to challenge them to
value service above material success.
Seaver College places the students' total
development at the heart of its educational
strategy . The college therefore recognizes
the importance of both the curricu lum and the
co-curriculum . It strives to effect tile total
development of the student - intellectual,
physical, emotional , social, and spiritual and to lav the foundations of lifetime learninq .

Seaver Business
The mission of the Business Administration
Division is to provide young adults with a superior
business and liberal arts education that prepares
them for lives of ethical service and professional
achievemen t in a competitive world.
We educate, mentor, and encourage our
students to:
develop into inquisitive, articulate, and creative
professionals.
exemplify strong moral character .
make a positive difference in the world .
become the people that God created them to be.
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Ill. A nalysis of Evidence

A. Student Success
Profile of Students Appendices I through Ill provide the demog raphic and academic background

of the three majors in our division. Specifical ly, Appendix I deals with account ing majors,
Appendix II reports on business administration majors . while Appendix Ill shows the data for the
internat iona l business majors . In all cases , the first tab le shows the total number of majors for
each fall from 2010 to 2013 (the last year OIE has data) . The second table shows the average
high school metrics for the majors for each year, while the third series of tables reports the ethnic
composi tion of the major.
The numbers of accounting majors has risen from 65 in 2010 to 99 in 2013 , a more than 50%
increase in a four year period. The mix of female and male students in the major varies from year
to year, with female students representing as much as 73% more than males , but it is usually
more balanced than that. The explosive growth in the number of accounting majors seems driven
by incr.e ases In the number of Hispanic and Asian students while the number of Caucasian
students has remained static. The average SAT/GPA scores appear to have fallen over the four
years .
The business administration major has grown by more than 25% over the period . Unlike the
account ing major , males outnumber females by as much as 80%. The SAT/GPA scores for
business admi nistration majors has remained stat ic over this period. The growth in the major is
fueled by increases in non-resident aliens , Hispanic, and Asian students .
The number of international business majors has fallen dramatica lly (over 17%) over the last two
years. More alarming is that the number of fully admitted international business majors has
decreased from 65 in the fall of 2010 to 39 in the fall of 2013. This represents a 40% decline
The fall enrollment comes almos t exclusively from fewer male students as the number of female
international business majors has remained relatively constant. The decrease in the number of
male international business majors has fallen so greatly that the once male-dominated major now
has an almost equal mix . GPA and SAT scores for international business majors have changed
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little over the observation period. Suggestions on an answer for the apparent reduced interest
will be put forward in section on closing the loop at the end of this five-year review .
One trend is unchanging in the profiles for all of the Seaver Business majors. For al l years , and
for all majors, the students have a lower proficiency in language than they have in math aptitude ,
as measured by the SAT scores. Tab le 11 compares the annua l differential between math and
writing scores for the nation and for each of the Seaver Business majors (National data is from
College Board publication, 2013 College Bound Seniors Total Profile Report accessed on May
17, 2015 at http://media.col legeboard .com/digitalServices/pdf/research/2013/TotalGroup2013.pdf).

Table 11- o 1
·fferen fIa I between M at h an d Rea ct·
in l Scores ior Nation andS eaver BusIness M.aiors
Acc't

National

Bus. Adm
MajNat' I

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013

M
515
514
514
514

R
500
497
496
496

t,.
15
17
18
18

M
670
671
657
658

R
599
612
592
587

t,.
71
59
65
71

6.

56
42
47
53

M
635
635
641
640

R
583
58 1
575
580

t,.
52
54
66
60

Maj Nat ' I
6

37

37
48
42

International Bus iness
Maj Nat ' I
t,.
t,.
M
R
636 600 36
21
638 590 48
31
644 590 54
36
639 585 54
36

In Table 11, the SAT reading (R) scores and Math (M) are rep orted for the nation , as well as the
accounting , business administration, and interna tional business major . The column marked 6
represents the difference between the math and reading scores. The column labe led Maj -Na t'I 6.
measures the differential between the major differential and national differential.
The conclusion that one gets from looking at Table 11 is that while Seaver Business majors of all
types score higher on both math and read ing than the nat ional average, the disparity between the
math and reading is higher for all years, in all Seaver Business majors.

In other words , compared

with the nationa l average, Seaver Business students are stronger at quant itative skil ls than
reading, even though their language skills are greater than the national average .
Quality, and Integrity of the Degree
T he components of a degree from the bus iness adm in istration divis ion has been discussed
earlier when dealing with meaning of the degree.
The employment data history for the last five years is given in Table 12
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Ad minis
. . trafI0n o·IvIsIon
. . 2010 -2015
.
ra ua es of th e B usiness
T able 12- Empoymen tDtfa a or Gdt
10'
10
11
11
12
12
13
14
13
15
14
15
Nat'l
Nat'I
PU Nat'I PU
PU
PU
Nat'I
Nat'I
PU Nat'I PU
Employed
at Grad.

51
%

t

SO% 30%>

48%

29%

*

~

42%

Internship
75%
76
73%
61% 75% 63%
5~
during
t
%
Colleae
Student
Employee
60
t 65% NIA 61% N/A 62%
during
%
Col lege
Heading
16
24%
16%
14%
15% 23%
to Grad
%
School
* National formula for job rate at graduation changed in 2013.
*" National formula counted student teaching in 2011-12.
t National data for 2015 is not available at this time.

t

40%

24%

44,%

25%

56%

..

71%

53%

75%

48%

46%

65%

46%

64%

46%

28%

22%

26%

24%

27'%

26%

While there are no standard deviat ions reported for the distributions, and no statistical
significance test can be performed , the data in Tab le 12 shows that the employed at graduation
numbers are much greater than the nationa l average . The last year for which nationa l numbers
are availab le at this writing (2014) is that emp loyment at graduation rate for Seaver Business
students is 2/3 higher than the national rate. The combination of employment at graduation and
head ing to graduate school in 2014 was 65%, higher than the nationa l average of 53%. This may
be explained by the fact that in business students often delay their graduate school adm ission
until they have earned work experience .
Over¾ of our majors have had an Internship during their col lege career , again larger th an the
nationa l average. While the difference between the Pepperdine average national average has
declined, this is because the nationa l average has increased over these five years , while the
Pepperd ine average remained relatively stable .
While many factors contribute to the increase in the employment rate show in Table 12, it is worth
noting that the employment rate at graduation has increased from 40% in 2011, when our annua l
career development boot camp was introduced, and 2015.
By disaggregat ing the division numbers we can see the employment record among the majors
within the divis ion numbers represented in Table 12. Tab le 13, represents the employment rate
for each major for years 2013-15 (numbers were not disaggregated prior to 2013) .
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Ta ble 13- Employment rate by major
Job Rate (of iob seekers)

2013

2014

2015

All Business

46%

51%

58%

Business Administrat ion

41%

52%

60%

Accounting

71%

60%

77%

Internat ional Business
43%
50%
50%
Finance major is not reported in this table because the small number
of finance qraduates causes wide fluctuations in percentages .
Table 14 reports the percentage of students each major who had an internsh ip during their
undergraduate career .
Table 14- Percentage o f· U nd ergra d uates G rad uatin ~ wit. h Internsh1p Exper ience by Majo r
2013

2014

2015

All Business

Internship Rate

46%

81%

75%

Business Administration

41%

82%

70%

Accounting

71%

80%

68%

International Business

43%

79%

79%

Reviewing the data in Tables 13 and 14, we see that the employment ratio in the accounting and
business administration maj ors are strong, but that the demand for internationa l business majors
has weakened . Only ha lf of the International business majors were emp loy ed at graduation
(compared to 60% and 77% for business administrat ion and accounting , respectively ) even
though international business majors had a higher rate of internships .
Specifically, the quality of our accounting program can be measured by the percentage of our
accounting majors who pass the CPA exam. These numbers are given in Table 15.
Table 15- National and Seaver Pass Rates for CPA Exam (2009-2015)

Year
2014
2013
2012
2011
2010
2009

Candidates
15
18
12
10
15

14

Pepperdine
Pass Rate
54.3%
68.8%
66.7%
56.0%
45 .5%
72.1%

Avq Score
73.2
77.0
74.8
72 .6
73.6
76.0

All Schoo ls
Pass Rate
Avg Score
49.5%
71.9
49.4%
71.8
48.9%
71.7
45.5%
70.6
48.3%
71.3
49.1%
71.6

By observing Table 15, we see that there has been o nly one year where the Pepperdine pass
rate is below the national rate. In all other years , the pass rate is not only been abov e the
nation al rate , but usually much higher than the nationa l rate.
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Curriculum c/Janges since the last program review-Accounting In fall 2015, the accounting

program will offer a class in accounting ethics . This class is being mandated for students who
wish to sit for the CPA exam In Galifornia. As a component of the MSA program, a new course is
being offered in the spring, accounting for non-profit and governmental agencies . Not only does
this class give BSA and MSA students background in a growing area, but it also supports the
mission of the college
There have been only incremental changes in the curriculum for our majors since the sumrner of
2011. A prerequisite of financ ial tnanagement (or accounting and finance for non-majors) has
been added for the real estate investment class . The reason for this change is the course
instructor noted that some of the class attendees did not have the appropriate background in
finance and too much of the time was spent covering material that is covered in the, now,
prerequisite classes. For business majors financial management is a required class. For non
business majors accounting and finance for non majors may not be a part of their required
courses, but this should not be a burden to the student taking real estate finance . The basics of
finance are rudimentary to anyone who is seeking a career in finance.
Also, our writing intensive classes (organ izational behavior or management theory and practice)
have added a prerequisi te of English 101. The reason for this is that we were exper iencing some
students who were taking this class (it is open to majors and non-majors) who had not had the
basic writing instruction provided in English 101.
Comparison of Seaver Business majors with comparable schools Seaver and Pepperdine have

identified eleven schools as peer schools . Specifically, these schools , which are called
subsequently called Institutional peers, are:

•
•
♦

Baylor University
Calvin College
Loyola Marymount University
Macalester College
Occidental College
Santa Clata University
Southern Methodist University
St. Olaf College
University of San Diego
Valparaiso University
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Wheaton College
As an independent exercise, the Seaver Business faculty brainstormed business programs that were
thought to be analogous to the Seaver Business program. The list generated by the Seaver Business
faculty (called division peers in the future) 1s:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Chapman University
Elon University
Gonzaga University
Loyola Marymount University
University of San Diego
Santa Clara Univers ity
University of St. Thomas-MN
Valparaiso University
Xavier University

Note Santa Clara University , University of San Diego, LMU, and Valparaiso appear on both lists.
Between the eleven programs listed 1n the Pepperdine peer schools and the nine for Seaver Business
faculty peer schools there are sixteen unique institutions .
Slnce the Pepperdine list was generated to reflect colleges s1milar to the entire liberal arts program,
some of the Pepperdine peers do not have business programs . Macalster and Occidental offer not
degrees in accounting, business , or international business. St. Olaf does not offer a deg ree in
accounting or international business . St. Olaf offers a certificate in the study of management science
through the economics department , but no BS in business administration. Wheaton 's business
degree is offered as a management track in the econom ics department. Wheaton does not offer
degrees in accounting or international business.
Appendix IV-VI shows the result of the comparison between the Seaver Business accounting
(Appendix IV), business administration division (V) and internationa l business (VI) programs and
those at the eleven institutions that prov ide degrees in any or all of the three degrees . In all of the
appendices, the required classes at Seave r Business for that major are listed in the left hand column
The schools in the sample of the institutional peer and the division peers that offer that major are
shown in the first row at the top of each page . In the body of each table is the a black square is
entered in a cell if the peer required the class in their majo r, In those cases where the peer institution
requires two classes in the subject , a white "2" is placed in the cell. If the class is an elective class,
an "E" is put the cell, At the bottom of the table with our required classes is a matrix that includes the
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additiona l required classes that we do require or offer. Again if the class is an elective, or is a class
where the student has to choose one or two classes from a list of classes, the class is designated
with an "E". An attempt is made to place the classes that are not part of o ur majors in the same row,
making it easy to see if multiple schools have required classes that are not in our curriculum for a
part icular major.
Gonzaga, a division peer has emphasis that students take after the core, rather than majors in
specific fields . That is, a student is given a degree in business, and pursues an emphasis in one or
two of many fields. Therefore, their co lumn is left blank.
For example, if one would look at the accounting major one sees that all eleven of the programs that
offer a BS in accounting require intermediate accounting I and II. On the other hand, only four
schools require a class in advanced accounting, and at one of those schools, Calvin College, the
advanced accounting class is choice class that a student can take instead of other options . Similarly,
at a ll the colleges an accoun ting major must take a class in statistics, and at, Santa Clara, Xavier, and
Calvin two classes in statistics are required .
By construct ing the tables in this way rt ls easy to see how similar the Seaver Business majors are to
the eleven institutional and division peers . The discussion of these comparisons is given below.
Accounting
Starting with the accounting major , we see that all programs require classes in:
•

Statistics
Financial Accounting
Intermediate accounting I
Intermediate accounting II
Cost Analysis
Advanced Cost & Systems (although 5 of the programs have course that are devoted only
to systems.)
Financia l Management
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Principles of Marketing
Legal Environment of Business
All but one of the programs require courses InAuditing
Only two programs do not require classes in:
Calculus
Business computing (with a third makfng the class an elective)
Organizational behavior
By contrast the required classes for an accounting major at Pepperdine that are required
the least are:

•

Math 141

•

Advanced Accounting

•

Seminar in Accounting

•

Service Leadership Project
Classes that are required most in other programs that are not required in the Seaver
program are·
Managerial Accounting (9 programs)
Operations Management (9 programs, with one of these being an elective, not required)

•

Business writing (5 programs)

Some caution should be taken in saying that classes not required in other programs should be
considered being dropped from the required list. For example , only two programs. Pepperdine
and University of St. Thomas requi re a service learn ing component. Abandoning the service
learning project at Seaver Business would not only weaken the program , but would run contrary
to the unique mission that the division, the college, and the university have.
Similarly , the Math 141 class seems to be out of place , however it allows the calculus class to be
taught in a unique way that sets up the students for more in depth classes in the upper division
classes.
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Business Administration
For business administration, Wheaton is included on the table, but ,It wlll not be included in this
narrative because the Wheaton program is not a degree in business , but rather a certificate
program in the economics rnajor.
The business programs are more ana logous than the table first looks. For examp le it looks as [f
no schools require management theory and practice courses . At Pepperdine, however , the MTP
class is one of two that a student can select, the other being organizational behavio r. The white
row 1nthe table does not mean that no other p rogram requires the class, only these programs
give the students less flexibility than Seaver in choosing their basic management class .
Indeed, the only courses not required by at least nine of the ele ven programs reported are:
•

Math 141 (3 other programs with 1 of these treating the class as an elective)

•

Managerial Econom ics (1 other program)

•

Quanti tative Analysis (2 other programs)

•

Service Learning (1 other school)

Of these less required courses , the one that seems to be most out of place in the Seaver
program, compared to the peer schools, is manageria l economics. The professor who current ly
teaches the class teaches it mostly as a game theory class. The divis ion might consider dropp1ng
this class as a required class and introduce a game theory class as an elective in its place.
Classes not required in the Seaver business majo r but requi red in multip le schools are:
Business writing (8 programs)
•

Human resol1rces (HR). Required by four programs and an elective in the fifth . It should
be noted that wh ile HR is not required at Seaver, it is offered as an elective .
Business ethics (4 programs)
Internat ional Business

Appendix VI reports the schools that have international business programs , St. Thomas has an
emphasis in lntemational business, but does not offer a "stand alone" BS degree in international
business. Like the other majors , the emphasis curricula are not reported in the narrative .
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The International business major provides an Interesting dichotomy . There seems to be more
agreement among programs as to what shou ld be included in the major . The on ly classes not
required in all international business majors are :
•

Math 140 (Calculus)
Quantitative analysis (which is a choice one can take instead of operations at
Pepperd ine .)
international business law.

On the other hand, of all of the institutional and division peer programs, there are o nly thre e
programs that offer a BS in internationa l business. This lack of offerings in peer institutions and
the drop of IB majors who enroll and are emp loyed at gradu ation, could be signaling that it is time
to reconsi der if an international business major is pertinen t any more. This is not to imply that
international topics should not be covered, but rather international busine ss is covered more as
an integral part of most courses taught , which are sometimes considered to be purely domestic .

IV- Assessm ent of Learn in

for each De ree

Seaver business engages in ongoing assessment of its programs and their ability to meet the
programs' PL Os. Every year the division reviews eac h of the th ree majors and the ability of
students to meet the expectations set forth in a specific PLO . Since there are six PLOs we
typi cally wlll review betw een one and two PLOs a year, so that every PLO is reviewed in the five
year span between program reviews

What follows Is a review of these annual reviews between

the last five yea r review (June 20 11) and this five -year review '
Account ing
PLO#t1_for accounting is, ~ upon graduation an accou nting major sho uld app ly, analyze,
summarize and explain financial accounting concepts . Apply , analyze and summarize other
account ing co ncep ts. Apply and analyze the fundamenta l concep ts of bus iness law , economics ,
finance , management science , management , organizational behavior , and marketing .'' Pl0#1
wa s assessed In 2014 .
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Evidence
Direct Evidence
Direct evidence of students progress in achieving mastery ,n PL0#1 Is measured In six upper
division accounting classes . These courses were selected because they represent the terrmnal
course in each of accounting disciplines .
Advanced Accounting, AC312 - The assessment of PLO 1 was based on the students'
performance on the final exam in the Fall 2013 semester . Dr. Farrell Gean provided the evidence
for the assessment of PLO #1.
Advanced Cost and Systems, AC 314 - is a class that is offered only in the spring term. It is
taken by accounting majors and minors . This spring 22 students took the class. Students'
mastery of the accollnting topics were measured using direct evidence of the course grade .
Federal Income Tax Accounting , AC422 - is the only class in taxation for accounting majors . The
achievement of PLO #1 was assessed using comprehens ive embedded exam questions during
spring 2014 (this course is only offered in the spring) . The assessment involved the 24 enrolled
students, one of which did not complete the homework and received a 0- in the course . final
grades were compared to this assessment as a resiliency check .
Auditing , AC425 is a critical class for accounting majors as many of our accounting graduates '
first job is in the field of auditing. Auditing is only offered in the Jail semester and PLO #1 was
assessed fall 2013 using a class of 16 accounting majors and minors. As the class concerns
multiple Important topics, final grades were used for this assessment. Embedded exam
questions were compared to the final grade assessment as a resiliency check .
Seminar in Accounting Theory , AC 429 - This empirical investigation has the modest goal of
assessing how well senior accounting students in AC 429 have mastered the fundamental,
underlying , concepts of financial accounting as applied using the generally accepted procedural
system for generating financial accoLmting reports. A measurement instrument was designed for
the students to demonstrate their understanding in the accounting theory topics.
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If a student received a grade of ''A" he or she 1s considered to have exceeded expectat1ons . A
grade of ''B'' or "C" indicates the student has met expectations, while a grade of "D" or "F"
illustrates that the student has not met expectations . Using this measure . the number of students
who met , exceeded or failed to meet expectat ions is shown below .
Course
Exceeds
Meets
Below
Total

AC 314
7
32%
64%
14
1
04%
22
100%

AC 321
11%
8
56%
10
0%
0
100%
18

AC422
3
13%
20
83%
1
4%
100%
24

AC425
6
38%
62%
10
0%
0
100%
16

AC 429
6
33%
50%
9
11'1,
J
100%
18

Accounting students were also observed in the policy, strategy, and ethics course. Many of the
graded projects are team projects wh ere class members analyze , apply and explain a company 's
performance.

Students in finance and accounting tend to do well in this area . The course 's

professor , V. Seshan reported that 85% of ,the accounting majors ln his class met or exceeded
the expectations he had for them.

Course
Exceeds
Meets
Below
Tota l

BA 497 spring
BA 497 fall
5
45%
44%
2
55%
40%
6
2
16%* ,
0
0%
1
11
100%
5 100%

BA 598
9
100%
0
0%
0
0%
9
100%

Another piece of direct evidence is from financial management (BA321 ). The assessment of
PLO#1 in BA321 was based on the students' performance on the comprehens ive fina l exam of
section 1 in the Spring-201 4 semes ter, which had 27 students . Or_ Levon Goukasian provided
the ev idence fo.r the Assessment of PLO 1. The determination on whether a student was able to
exceed. meet, or fell below expectations is based on the following scale:
Score Range
Above 90%
Between 70 and 89%
Below 69%

Inte rpretation
Exceeds expecta tions
Meets expectat ions
Below expectations

Professor Goukasian expected to find that over 80% of students meet or exceed expectations.
The resu lts

by major are as follows:
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Exceeds

67%

Meets

33%

Below

0%

Total

100%

Count

6
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In this test 100% of the accounting majors were able to meet or exceed standards . This may be
partly because accounting students are exposed to a key topic in financial management , the time
value of money , in previous classes.
The assessment of PLO 1 In Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics is accomplished in rigorous
assessments of strategies indicated in their case assessments and development of strategic
plans. With the exception of their first individual case , the rest of this work is done in groups
making it difficult to assess individual performance. Therefore , a final exam was extended to
make an attempt at how well indivi dual students master and distinguish key elements of various
underlying core subjects and concepts . The exam for Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics
consisted of five parts as follows : ·1)Identifying strategies: 2) deve loping a strategy for Netflix
which includes elements of core subjects , 3) comparing and contrasting leadership theories : 4)
solving business problems from various core subjects; and 5) calculating and analyzing financial
and accounting problems and ratios . The following reports the findings from this piece of direct
evidence .
Major

Accounting

Exceeds

44%

Meets

40%

Below

16%

Total

100%

Count

5

The assessment of PLO 1 in Service Leadership is accomplished in multiple ways . The Service
Leadership course is designed to blend academ ic study with commun ity service (through service 
learning) . In this course the students form consulting teams to serve nonprofit organizations by
applying business concepts and skills to mutua lly agreed-upon projects. In this approach , all
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parties to the arrangement are seen as learners and teachers as well as servers and served
Dealing with issues related to service projects , reflection , and evaluation are essential elements
of the course . Service Leadership is a required course for all business , accounting and
international business majors and nonprofit management minors (which are not included i n this
report). Students demonstrate only the mastery of business concepts that are required by the
nature of their project for their nonprofit client. Thus , coverage of business concepts in PLO 1 1s
not comprehensive but selective . This assessment report is based upon enrollments from four
sections of BA598 offered in the Spring semester of 2014 . Seventy-one students were enrolled
but only business , international business and accounting majors are included in this report. The
popL1lationconsisted of nine accounting majors, 11 international business majors and 34
business majors for a total of 54 students. Direct evidence for Service Leadership is evaluated by
student grades on their final written report for their nonprofit client. The project is evaluated by
two methods : 1) the professor by use of a grading rubric for both a first and final draft of the
report; and 2) nonprofit client evaluation via an online assessment tool. The grading rubric
evaluates content , format , quality of strategic implementation plan, and writing. The nonprofit
client evaluation includes assessment of qua lity of strategic plan and overall experience. To write
the final report the students must apply their business knowledge and skills to creating a strategic
solution for their nonprofit client's stated business challenge . Combined the assessments are
direct evidence as allocated by a grade and reported in Table 1:
•

Exceeds expectation : A or A
Meets expectat ion: B+, B, or B
Below expectations : C or lower

The table below reports the evidence found for accounting majors when competency in PLO#1
was tested.

Major

Accounting
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Exceeds

100%

Meets

0

Below

0

Total

100%

Count

9

Indirect Evidence
A Pepperd ine accounting student was tasked conducting a survey regarding accounting students '
perceptions as to whether they felt they had mastered PLO#1 . A total of 26 students completed'
the survey which asked , How wel l does your course of study satisfy Learn ing Objective #1 ?". On
a five point sca le nine students responded w1th a five (the highest value) , twelve responded with a
4, and five students responded with a three (the middle rating) .
In Business Law (BA358) a 40-question assessment tool asks a variety of questions to assess
student learning and self-efficacy in terms of knowledge, career readiness and understanding of
the fundamental concepts outlined in the PLO. The expectation is that , by the time students
complete their course of study, they shou ld have a strong sense of self-efficacy even if tl1ey don't
know their specific plans after graduation , The instrument was constructed with "nega tively"
constructed questions so that a strong ly disagree response indicates more compliance with
PLO#1 . Therefore, the responses wil l be interpreted as:
Exceeds expectation : Strongly Disagree
Meets expectation : Disagree
Below expecta tions : Neutra l, Agree or Strong ly Agree
Nine of the students who completed the instrument were account ing majors. The table below
reports the findings for the one question that relates to the student's percept ions of the
preparedness for post-graduate life .
Quest ion
I do not feel well prepared to embark on my post -graduate
plans (e.g. qraduate schoo l, employment , etc .).

Exceeds

Meets

Below

Total

1/11 %

4/44%

4/44%

9/100%
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The table indicates that only 56% of the accounting students who took this survey did not feel
prepared to enter their post-graduate plans. While this question does not match up perfectly with
PL0# 1, and the results are subject to a small number samp le problem (if more than one student
in the sample gave a below expectations answer. the 80% threshold would not be met), this is an
area that shou ld be monitored in the future .
Authentic evidence
In service leadership , two measures were used to assess students ' abilities to meet PL0#1 . First
the instructor (Regan Schaffer) employed a grading rubric on teams' first and fina l report. The
grading rubric evaluates content, format , quality of strategic implementation plan, and writing . To
write the final report the students must apply their business knowledge and skllls to creating a
strategic solution for their nonprofit client's stated business challenge.

Second, the client's

evaluation of each team was used as a second test. The nonprofit client evaluation includes
assessment of qua lity of strategic plan and overall experience. The combined evaluation is given
in the table below with the instructor evaluation Is reported in the first column of data , and the
client evaluatlon is the second column of data. It should be noted that the client survey is
conducted online and there is no way to discern what major the client is responding to.
Therefore, this table will refer to all three majors .

Exceeds
Meets
Below
Total

Question 1:
Final Report
11/65%
5/29%
1/06%
17/100%

Question 2:
Implementation
12/80%
3/20%
0
15/100%

Total
23/72%
8/26%
1/02%
32/100%

A final piece of authentic evidence that accounting students have master ed the concepts of
accou nting is the fact that over 50% students who have completed the intermediate classes
receive internship offers from the Big 4 international accounting firms and more receive offers
from the non-big 4 firms . The students usually receive job offers from their internship employers
after the accounting firm sees how capab le the students are.
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Closing the loop
Much of the evidence in the report on PLO#1 in accounting indicates that students are meeting or
exceeding what is expected of an account ing major. However, a closer look indicates that there
is an uneven success rate and that as the accounting major, specifically , and the other business
division majors grow , the level of success in the accounting area may be threatened . This is
beca1..1se
of the increased reliance on adjunct professors to teach the entry level courses and, in
some cases , the upper division classes . Internal studies have shown that students who take
financial account ing from non-tenure track faculty tend to do worse than students who have taken
AC224 from tenure track faculty .
Previously the growth in the accounting major and the Seave r Business majors was documented .
Despite this growth (and remember one of the seven core courses all students take to be fully
admitted to the major are accounting classes) our tenure track accounting facu lty positions have
not increased in the last six years.
PLO#2-For accounting PLO#2 states that a graduate with a BS in accounting should be able to
evaluate business and accounting problems from the perspective of multiple business disc iplines
and then formulate, communicate, and defend recommendations to decision-makers based on
those evaluations.
Evidence
Direct evidence

One piece of direct evidence is the pass rate of Pepperdine students on the California CPA exam .
The assessment for 2013 reported the pass rates for the years 2006-2011. We have not been
able to get more up to date data on CPA pass rates at the time of writing. In all years . that we do
have data, the average score and the pass rate· exceeded the values for all California schoo ls.
Two classes were used to acquire direct evidence of student learning . The auditing class
(AC425) usually is taken by seniors . Among the class assignments is the is one that requires a
team case paper and a presen tation of the recommendations to the class. Specifically , students
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completed individual portfolios in a semester long project. During this project students completed
tasks similar to what they would be asked to do in the first year as an external auditor. The
workpapers we re reviewed using a rubric and were requ1redto commun icate and defend their
findings in the same fash ion as requi red by the auditing industry .
In taxation (AC422) studen ts are required to demonst rate significant understand ing of the federal
tax code. Students also will evaluate tax problems from the perspective of multip le businesses .
Throughout the semester the students we re confronted with increasingly difficult situations in
which they were required to analyze taxpayers ' positions, and draw conclus ions and
commu nicate their findings in the same ,fashion as requ ired by taxation professionals .
The expectation was that at least 80% of the stude nts would meet or exceed the expectation lo
say that there was an acceptable performance by our students. The following Table reports the
findings in eac h class.
Audi ting

Tax

Exceeds

6 (37.5%)

7 (29.17%)

Meets

9 (56.25%)

14 (58.33%)

Fails to Meet

1 (6.25%)

3 (12.5%)

16

24

93.75%

87.5%

Total
% meeting or exceeding

Indirect Evidence and authentic evidence
There was no attempt to indude indirect or authentic evidence in this assessment.
Closing the Loop
Given that the students met or exceeded their command of PLO#2 at a highe r rate than the
threshold, no suggest ions were made for closing the loop.
PLO#3-For accounting PLO#3 states that a graduate with a degree in accounting shou ld be able
to produce clearly written , concise analyses , and del iver clear, well organized, persuas ive oral
presentations
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The forma l assessment of PLO#3 was scheduled for AY2014-15 , but the five-year program
review preempted that. However , part of PLO#3 was assessed in 2015 as part of the core
competency in writ ing. What follows is accounting portion of that writing as a core competency
assessment.
Introduction

The term business writing has evolved over the past several years to include brief summaries lo
clearly written practice bulletins that are well researched and crafted . In the capstone course ,
Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics, BA 497 ("Policy"), students engage in both individua l and
group written assignments in which faculty emphasize the importance of integrating a well-crafted
and reasoned argument in the form of a business strategy that is grounded in research, analysis,
and critical thinking . Students evolve from an individual paper given in the first month of the
semester to more soph isticated group projects that are presented at the end of the semester . In
addition, the Service Leadership Capstone Class, BA 598 , also has a final group paper that
meets a professional standard and is given to the board of a nonprofit organization considered to
be "the client" based on a contractual arrangement.
In addition to class lectures and exercises , Mr. Marc Vinya rd, the Information Services librarian ,
is an integral part of the writing and research process for majors in the Business Adm inistration
Divisfon. He leaches a class for each of the Policy sections on research and citing. On the
lnfoguide for the course is a copy of the Harvard Business School's Style Guide for Chicago
Turabian . This style was created at the University of Chicago for the Humanities . We adopted it
because it is one of the few major style guides to include complete footnotes and a bibliography .
Students learn to use detailed citations In addition to learning how to prepare a complete
bibliography . Throughout the course , in individual and group written work , students are expected
to adhere to this standard of research .
The assessment of writing competence for the Business Administration Division includes the
direct assessment of individua l student papers written in the Capstone Course , Business Policy,
Strategy and Ethics (BA 497) primarily in the spring (2015) . Other evidence is also provided
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based on group work in both capstone courses , surveys and interviews with students. The
assessment committee consisted of the Policy Capstone Course Professors, Constance James
-and Ben Postlethwaite . We were also assisted by a student in developing the rubric.
Outcomes Assessed
This assessment was completed as part of the requirements for the General Education major
program fulfillment for the "Writing Competence" and also for the Business Administration
Division's PLO #3. PLO #3 as it pertains to writing is as follows: To produce clearly written ,
concise analyses .
The SLOs related to writing for the Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics (BA 497.01 and 02) are
as follows.
1. Students will write analytical reports on the internal and external analysis of a corporation
using their knowledge of different business disciplines including accounting , human
resources, marketing, business law, and finance.
2.

Students will work in groups to write a complete strategic analysis of a company's

business that is we ll researched, including mission, vision and values; internal analysis;
external analysis; and financial analysis .

Students will present their final analyses at a

professional level
The Assignment
In the first week of class , students receive their first case assignment. Their task is to write a
strategic management analysis and recommendation paper for a multinational (Apple Inc.,
Chipotle Corporation, or Netflix Corporation) . The actual companies vary depending on the class
and/or professor; however, students in each section write on the same corporation . The writing
assignment includes a cover memo, executive summary , summary of analytical charts , analytical
charts (Situation Analysis , Core Competence Analysis , financial ratios, etc.), strategic
recommendations and conclusions . The requirements for the paper includes proper citing and
use of quality sources , including 10ks, Standard and Poor's/Capital IQ Reports, Moody's/Mergen!
On-line , and Harvard Business School cases . Requirements also include a complete
bibliography.
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Students have approximate ly three weeks to wf1te the papers as they learn what a strategy is,
how to ana lyze the firm's internal and external environment , and how to write specific secti'ons,
such as a cover memo and executive summary. Students brjng in drafts, but complete most of
the work outside of class.
For this Writing Competency Assessment , approximately 20% of papers were se lected as
instructed by the Seaver Dean's Office. Each paper was evaluated using a rubrfc. Each paper
received a score for ana lysis, strategic recommendations, professionalism/completeness ,
research, and mechanics and syntax . Scores were broken down into four categories ; excels ,
above average, meets (standards) , and below (standards) . It ts expected that there will be a
normal bell shaped curve for all majors combined , resulting in 10% of the students being
excellent with perfect or near perfect scores and 10% of the students falling below standards . Of
the remaining categories, 40% are expected to be above average and 40% are expected to meet
standards. Given the smal l sample size; the resu lts for each Individua l major are expected to be
skewed ,

Direct Evidence
The Rubric
To complete the assessment for the "Writing Competency ," we used an adaptation of the AAC&U
Value Rubr ic per Attachment A. While maintaining the general structure of the rubric , we
modified the columns to assess orthogonal ly categories per the following :

AAC&U Value Rubric

Modified for Strategic Management Paper

Context of and Purpose for
Writ ing
too ls)

Quality of Analytical Tools (replacing the work w ith analytical

Content Development

Genre and Disciplinary
Conventions
Sources and Evidence

Quality of Strategic Recommendations (replacing the whole work
with strategic recornmendatron s)

Similar- Report Comp leteness and Professionalism
Similar - Research (Chicago Turabian Works Cit ed and
appropriate use of citations)
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Same

In addition to these modifications, we used a 7-point Liker! scale as opposed to the 4 point scale
in the AAC&U Rubric. This modification was made after an initial test of the rubric for inter-rater
reliability . Results showed that inter-rater reliability was close to 90% with a 7-point scale. The
faculty (Professors and student modified the rubric . This modified rubric was used to assess
twenty-six student papers for the three Business Administration Majors , Accounting , Business
Administration and International Business. (See Exhibit A for the full version of the modified
rubric .)
Methodology
Most Accounting students took Policy in the Fall, so

a samp le of their Fall papers is Included m

this assessment. Of the 125 graduating seniors , sixty-six were Business Administration Majors ,
twenty-nine were Internation al Business Majors, and eighteen were Accounting Majors. As
requested by the Seaver Dean's Office, roughly twenty percent of the majors were assessed
using individual student papers In the direct assessmen t. Four accounting majors were
assessed.
Using the rubric, each paper received a score . Based on averages and standard deviat ions, 4.0
and from 1.5 to 2.0 were plus or minus one standard deviation from the mean. Papers that
received a score of 4.0 out of 4.0 were considered to "Excel." Papers with a score of 3.0 to 3.5
were considered "Above Average ," Papers with a score of 2.5 were considere d to "Meet" the
standards. Papers with a score of 1.0 to 2.0 were considered "Below" standards .
Results
For all twenty-six majors, only one student (4%) received a perfect score and three students

(12%) fell below a 2.1, based on averages of all five items on the rubric. Of the remaining
studen ts eleven (42%) met expectatio ns and eleven were above average , This resL1ltis within
the norms expec ted for the first paper. Overall , students performed best on analysis as
emphas ized in the Business Administration Division major programs and second best on strategy
and professionalism/completeness . Research skills and mechanics are last. (See Chart 1 for
summar ies of results for all majors.)
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Overal l, the four Accountir1g Majors performed well on all areas of the rubric, with no students
falling below expectations . In general, Accounting Majors also perform well in this course and
have a higher percentage of honors students than the other majors . Nonetheless, results may be
skewed by such as small sample size . The columns may

not sum to

100% due to rounding .

(See Chart 2 for Accounting results .)

Analysis
Excels
Above Average
Meets
Below
Total

Excels
Above Average
Meets
Below
Total%
Indirect Evidence

35%
23%
35%
8%
100%

Analysis
50%
25%
25%
0%
100%

Strategy
23%
38%
19%
19%
100%

Strategy
25%
75%
0%
0%
100%

All Majors
Professionalism
23%
54%
8%
15%

100%

Accounting
Professionalism
50%
50%
0%
0%
100%

Research

Chart 1
Mechanics

15%
38%

19%
54%

23%
23%
100%

12%
15%
100%

Research
75%
0%

Chart 2
Mechanics
50%
50%

25%

0%

0%
100%

100%

0%

In Policy, students work in groups to comp lete the final projects. Student groups either create a
start-up business plan or analyze the strategies of a major corporation , In both cases. students
show considerable progress in all areas of the rubric, including analysis, strategic
recommendations. professionalism/completeness, research, and mechanics and syntax.
Students in the other capstone class for majors in the Business Administration Division, Service
Leadersh ip (SA 598), also assess the quality of their writing. Professor Regan Schaffer directs
the surveying of students for all of the sections . The surveys are based on a 5-point Ukert scale
from "Strongly Agree" to "Strong ly Disagree ." Given that '(Disagree " and "Strongly Disagree " were
not used, these results are not shown . The Spring results of student surveys by ma1orfor all
sections are noted in sections below .
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Accounting - Overa ll, 15 AccoLintlng Majors rate their professionalism highest , organ ization and
persuasiveness second highest , and mechanics and syntax last.

Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

40.00%
53.33%

60 .00%
40 .00%

80.00%

13.33%

Agree
The content wa s well-wr-itten wlth no
grammatical or writing errors
2. The content was organized and written persuasively
3 . The content was professional in appearance
and organization

Authentfc Evidence
Students also write a final report for a nonprofit client in the other capstone class for majors in the
Business Administration Division, Service Leadership. Professor Regan Schaffer directs the
surveying of clients for all of the sect ions. Once again , a 5-point Likert scale was used. Given
that clients did not use the lowest three points, only the top two results are shown. The Spring
results of 30 client surveys for all of the majors follow .

Questions
Agree

1. The content was well-written with no grammatical or writing erro rs
2. The content was organized and written persuasively
3.

The content was professional in appearance and organization

Strongly Agree

81 .25%
87.50%
93.75%

In general, nonproHt boards were satisfied to very satisfied with student written reports.
Fina lly, students who have engaged In interviews with top firms that require writ ing, particularly
case writing, have received job offers in fields that hire less frequently from undergraduate
programs, such as consu lting. With graduates accepting offers from firms such as Accenture and
PwC Consulting, studen ts report a direct correlation between their c lasswork and a successful
interv iew process.
Closing the Loop
Based upon this analysis , several actions may be taken to improve the qua lity of writing for the
Business Adm1ntstration Majors.
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I . Working wit11the technology department to put together writing modules . In previous
years , lectures which show students how to prepare professional reports have improved
the professional quality of their work. With the ability to create these mod ules on line and
to use them both In class and outside of class , using writing modules is expected to
improve professionalism and mechanics.
2.

Including a business writing class in the curriculum . A business writ ing class would have
significantly more time to focus on mechanics and different styles used in analytical
versus research papers. It would also help students in writing cover memos and could
address issues such as wri ting cover letters for jobs and building resumes .

3. Working with the faculty in the division to develop a set of common standards for
business writing. Consideration would include using Chicago Turabian in all of the major
classes, and develop ing a common rubric for assessi ng business writing .
4.

Improving in class exercises in the Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics Course . As the
syllabus and pedagogies for teaching Policy align, facu lty are able to meet and develop
common assignments and in class exercises to improve business writing.

PL0#4
PL0# 4 was originally worded as ''Recognize the importance of diversity and integrate their unique
cultural backgrounds with those of other students and with faculty members to develop
interpersona l and group interactions ." However, the faculty felt that the original PL0#4 involved
severa l disparate assessab le components. The division sought to more clearly operationalize
PL0#4 by making the PLO more concrete . This permits the faculty to more easily identify where
and how they assessed this PLO. PL0#4 was then rewritten to read:
Upon graduation a Seaver Business student should be able to·
WorK more effective ly with others by either
a. Understanding and recognizing the importance of diversity or inclus ion. OR
b. Understanding one 's own unique cultural background and the backgrounds of other
students and faculty members. OR
c. develop ing effective interpersonal interactions. OR
d. developing effective group interactions .
PL0# 4 aligns With ILOs #3, 4, and 7.
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Evidence
Direct Evidence
Principles of Marketing , BA 355 Introduces PLO #4 by address diversity ot consumers and sales
personnel Specific topics include:
•

Understanding the Marketing Environment. Particular emphasis is on the social
trend. We are becoming more diverse as a culture .

•

Understand ing Buyers , Markets , and Consumer Behavior.

•

Identifyi ng Market Segments and Targets . The emphasis here is thc1tthe
marketplace is not one large homogenous group . II consists of many diverse
segments.

•

Personal Selling. The emphasis is on increasing a diverse sales force.

During the semester the PLO is further developed through a marketing project where teams are
created to consult with a real world organizat ion supports this PLO. The teams, consisting of
members of diverse background , must work closely together. Each student takes the concepts
introduced in the first part of the class and applies them in a real world application . This activity
facilitates development. Also , in approximately 80 percent of the classroom sessions . case
studies w ill be introduced and small teams will be formed to discuss marketing strategy
implications . The small teams, consisting of members of diverse background , must work closely
together (for further discussion see the 2014 report on the Business Administration major) . The
case studies are an application of the concepts described in the 'introducing ' section Mastery of
the PLO was assessed using embedded examinations questions at three points during the
semester . Results of test questions measuring PLO #4a are presented in Table 8.
Organizational Behavior , BA 366 - Diversity is a major area of emphasis in BA 366. Students are
introduced to the topic during course units on managing surface- and deep -level diversity.
Through lecture , real-world examp les, case analysis, and class discussion , students are exposed
to the moral/ethica l, legal/compliance, and business arguments for diversity . Likewise , students
learn to articulate both the benefits and challenges of diverse workplaces . They are also
presented with best practices for working in diverse teams and managing diverse organizations .
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Further, students are randomly assigned to case analysis groups at the beginning of the course.
These groups are typically diverse. As such, students gain firsthand experience working with
students who are different than themselves.
As part of the course units on managing surface- and deep-level diversity, students read a
Harvard Business School case which focused on an ethical decision regarding diversity and
promotion. Students subsequently participated in an in-depth case discussion . Several weeks
later, students individually analyzed a different divers1ty-related case as part of their midterm
examination. For the case analys is, students are evaluated based on their ability to tdentity the
key management problem/dilemma, provide evidence from the case to support their problem
diagnos1s, integrate relevant course concepts , al'ld propose an evidence-based solution. Case
ana lyses were graded using a sta ndardized rubric. The case, rubric, and answers to the
examination were reviewed by all three members of the assessment commi ttee.
Students completed an ''Experience as Other'' assignment which required them to spend 2-4
hours with a _groupof people who differed from them in terms of one of the following identity
group memberships: racia l-ethnicity, culture, language, sex, gender , nationality, mental/physical
ability, sexual orientation, religion, age, or veterans status. The purpose of thfs assignment
(designed by a professor elsewhere) was to introduce students to the concept of "otherness ." The
assessable data came from a detailed and structured reflective essay of the assignment
The Legal and Regulatory Envtronme nt of Business, BA 358, conducted assessments of PLO #4
in Spring Term, 2014 using issues of illegal disc rimination , espec1ally when based upon gender
(or sexual orientat ion), race, relrgion, national orig in, color, age, or disability , Considerab le time in
class was spent on this topic and textual readings about employment discrimination were
assigned. Embedded exam quest ions designed to assess their understanding of illegal
discrtmlnation were used. Not surprisingly , students are both interested in and capab le of
differentiating between illegal discrimination and legally acceptable (when perhaps unwise or
crude, though maybe soc ially unacceptable) behaviors . Most are surprlsed to learn what
consti tutes sexual harassment, for example. Most enter the topic without any true understanding
of "illegal'' questions prospective employers frequen tly ask.
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Table 8: PLO #4 Direct Evldence
The table below summarizes direct evidence of the performance of accounting students in their
non-accounting required business courses :
Course
Exceeds
Meets
Below
Tota l

BA 355
Examination
2%
98%
0%
100%

BA366
Diversity Case
33%
45%
22%
100%

BA 366
Assianment
87%
0%
13%
100%

BA358
Examination
67%
0%
33%
100%

The evidence from these courses is mixed. While the more than 80% of the students met or
exceeded the expectation for the principles of marketing and the organizational behavior exam ,
they failed to reach the 80% threshold in the organizat ional behavior diversi ty case (78% met or
exceeded the standards here) and the business law exam (only 2/3 of the class reached the meet
or exceed behavior level), but only three accounting students took the exam , so a sample bias
may be present here.

Capstone Courses
In Service Leadership, BA 598, students demonstrate mastery of PLO 4 in a number of ways .
Faculty members take the lead by being sure the consulting teams are a diverse group by way of
gender, cultural background , race, and ethnic ity. The student consulting teams create their own
consulting name and communication tools . The students spend a great deal of time together ,
have weekly meetings in person, through email , or by phone with their client, and have weekly
updates with their faculty member. If a team member Is not pulling his or her own weight, the
team Is expected to deal with them, bringing them back in line. If repeated efforts are
unsuccessful , the faculty member gets involved . If every intervention fails , the offending team
member can be dismissed from the team, making it almost impossible to pass the course. This
action is rare but has occurred several times through the years. Assessing mastery occurs
through peer evaluations, client evaluations , and faculty evaluations (all of which are authentic
evid ence) . Students are asked to evaluate their peers on task and maintenance issues. Mastery
is exceeded by 20 percent of the students as evaluated by the three aforementioned sources .
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These students are identified by all three sources as "shakers and movers ," or very effect ive
leaders (the glue that holds the team together) , Mastery is met by the other 80 percent of the
students as determined through the same means. The number of failures through the years is
clearly below one percent, thus not meriting a percentage .

Indirect Evidence
Johlene De Los Santos, Pepperdine Accounting Student, surveyed her fellow students and asked
them: "How well does your course of study satisfy Learnlng Objective #4?" A total of 26 students
replied to this question.
Chart 4: How well does your course of study satisfy Learning Objective #4?

8

G

4
2

2

3

4

s

Capstone Courses
In Business Policy , Strategy and Ethics, BA 497 , students work in diverse teams to complete
detailed case analyses and business plans for large , complex multinationals. The professor
(sometimes aided by the teaching assistant} divides students into teams of four to six people .
Early ln the course , the professor collects data on the student's ethnicity, gender, national origin ,
leadership , volunteer/service activities , and special skills (ex. web design). This data along with
data on the students major , course grades and GPA are used to create teams that are as equal
and diverse as possible . Each team has a mixture of quantitat ive and qualitative skills , genders.
national origins and races as much as possible .
Students are encouraged to follow good human resource management and communication skills
They set-up dates and deadlines to meet and work on their cases and final projects. In the end ,
students are evaluated on the grade of their cases and final project. They also evaluate each of
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their team members in terms of professionalism, contributi on and leadership. No specific.
evaluation of diversity is col lected. Sometimes the professor wil l meet with groups and address
issues related to diversity. The most common a re when groups ignore contributions of
international students or students with disabi lities. When this comes to the professor 's attention ,
the professor works with the students to improve interpersona l relationships and individual
student contribu tions to the group.

PL0#5-For account ing, PL0#5 reads that a _graduate w1th an accounting degree should be able
to analyze business and account ing situations in keeping with professional standards and moral
values and recommend appropriate courses of action , Clearly, this PLO fits well with the
institutional learning outcomes . Specifica lly, IL0#8 (Practice responsib le conduct and allow
decisions and direct ions to be informed by a value-centered life) would align with PL0#5 , as well
as ll0#7 (Think crit ically and creatively, communica te clearly, and act with integrity .)
The report looked at,
"indiVldual ethical reasoning and decision-mak ing ii')organizations as wel l as
on the student's development of personal perspectives of ethics and values .
Detailed assessments of students in one of the introductory courses for all
majors, Organizationa l Behavior (BA366) as we ll as assessments of senio rs
in our capstone courses, Business, Policy, Strategy , and Ethics (BA497) and
Service Leadership (BA598) are included. The assessment of ethical
decision making and reasoning is primarly based on business scenarios
analyzed in classes in ke.epfng with the program 's learning objective . One
scenario directly addresses ethics and diversity whi le the other one analyzes
a local biotechnology company that has become global. Stuctents reflect on
their indiv idual responses as weH as on how to understand the context for
large multinationals.
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In addition to 1ndlvidual assessments , the teaching evaluation question
regarding contribu tion to personal values and moral integdty allows for
assessing all courses within the three majors . Finally, summary information
of pedagogies in classes that actively teach ethics as well as other evtdence
contributes to this assessment.
... this assessment focuses on the objective that the student will have the
ability to analyze ethical situations in business and to recommend courses of
act ion in keeping with professional standards and moral values. Althoug h
this assessment does not address a student's individual ethics, ii is out gal to
show that students develop in their ethical reasoning abilities.
Evidence
Direct evidence

In BA366 the class was presented with a Harvard Business School case requiring an ethical
decision . An extensive classroom discussion ensued. A similar ethical case was part of their
midterm exam . The exams were graded using a standardized rubric . The students were
evaluated on their ability to identify the key management problem/dilemma, provide evidence
from the case to support their problem diagnos is, integrate the relevant course concepts and
propose an evide nce-based solution. The case ana lysis were evaluated by three members of the
assessment committee after calibrating their evalalualions .
In a second exercise , students wer e assig ned a business scenar io based on a real-life business
situation . Students were evaluated on their ability to apply six ethical approaches to decision
making , the evolution of their answers as the framework and exe rcise unfold, personal reflections ,
and a final exam on their understanding of these approaches . It was expected that student would
correctly identify four or five of the six ethical approaches. Those who identified six, exceeded
expectations and those who identified less than four failed to meet expectations .
In BA497 1 a course taken by all Seaver Business majors , students used the "Ethical Audit of
Strategy" to relate a corporation 's mission , goals. and objectives of the firm to audit its ethical
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beha vior. The inst rument was first written in 1999 by Rowe, Mason, Dickel. and Mann in 1999
and updated by Mann , Rowe, and Seshan in 2011. Students were given the case of a
biotechnology company and its difficulties in manufacturing two drugs and its acqu isition by a
mu ltinational corporation.

Students were asked ,to recommend courses of action to Improve the

ethics of the company as wel l -as reflect on ethical leadership and personal morals .
In all of these cases , the goal was that at least 80% of the students observed would meet or
exceed the standards set for them. The tables below show the results of each exerc ise .
BA366, case 1
Account ing

Business
Administration

Percent
Total

International
Business

n

Exceeds

34%

47%

50%

46%

12

Meets

34%

47%

33%

42 %

11

Below

33%

6%

17%

12%

3

n

3

17

6

100%

26

In case 1, the percent total achie ved the 80% meets or exceeds expectations . However , the
three account majors were spl it even ly between the three rank ings , so on ly 67% received met or
exceeded expecta tions. There is a small sample size issue here, however. On ly one student not
meeting expectations means the accounting major would not hit the 80% target.
The accounting major does much better in the second BA366 case .
BA366, case 2
Account ing

Business
Administration

Internat iona l
Business

Percent
Total

n

Exceeds

100%

71%

86%

78%

21

Mee ts

0%

29%

14%

22%

6

Below

0%

0%

0%

0%

0

n

3

17

7

27

Not only did accounting majors do better on the second case, but alt studen ts in a lt majors met or
exceeded expectations.
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The exercise In the BA497 dealing with corporate responsibility had a much larger samp le size
(n=95). The policy exercise also included finan ce majors as a separate measure . The following
table reports these results
BA497
Account ing

Business
Administration

Internat ional
Business

Finance

Percent
Total

n

Exceeds

20%

20%

35%

35%

46%

24

Meets

80%

67 %

50%

50%

42%

59

Below

0%

13%

15%

15%

1.2%

12

n

10

54

26

5

95

Indirect Evidence

Indirect evidence was based upon results of a pre-and post-survey in which the students assess
their own level of ethical behavior. Students reply to the statement, "I behav e ethically no matter
the situation ,'' on a scale of ''disagree ", "neutral '', "agree " or "strongly agree ". Individual scores
were tracked through a four digit code , which maintains the anonymity of the student. The
differential between the entry and exit surveys were illustrative . Only two (out of 54 students 3.7%) said they disagreed with the statement. Neutral ratings increased from 13% to 24% , while
agree ratings decreased from 67% to 61% , and strongly agree rating decreased from 17% to

11 %. Thirty-seven students did not change their ratings , while five students rated them selves
more highly on the post test than the pre-test , while 12 rated themselves ,less highly . This
decrease in the self ratings of 12 students is due to increased critical awareness.

Authentic Evidence
Teaching eva luations were used to measure if cou rses for wh1ch ethics was introduc ed,
developed or mast ered, wer e perce ived by students as affecting the ir values . The mean for the
question dealing with the stude nts' perceptions of the course contributing to their mora ls was
com pared for course s identified as contributing to PLO#5 and those not. In all major there was a
statistical differenc e between the two means in the direction that would imply there was indeed a
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perceived positive change in ethical growth in the courses in which those mindsets were hoped to
be molded .
Closing the Loop
Since the students met or exceeded expectations on PL0#5, the discussion of closing the loop
consisted mostly of how to conduct this future assessment of PLO#S more efficie ntly.

PL0#6
PL0#6 for accounting 1sa graauate w ith an accounting degree shou ld be able to demonstrate a
commitment to civic engagement by applying accounting knowledge in a service project. PL0#6
supports ILO numbers 4 (apply knowledge to real-world challenges) , 5 (respond to the call to
serve others} , and number 6 (demonstrate commitment to service and civic engagement) .
The service leadership project in Seaver Business is an integral part of all of our majors. When
majors take this capstone course they are placed in teams with their cohorts and the team 1s
assigned a non-profit organization that has enlisted In the service leadership project because
they have a specific business issue that needs addressing . The student team in the service
leadership project works as consultants with the non-profit. The team's first assignment is to
come to an understanding as to what is being asked of the team , what is feasible , and what wi ll
be delivered . The service is provided to the non-profit at no charge. As such, it is tangible
evidence of the alignment of the business division 's mission to the university's mission.
The division 's students have many faculty role mode ls in this area. In academic year 2013-14
two Seaver Business faculty , Regan Schaffer and Scott Miller , received community service
awards from the Ventura County Community Foundation and the Al Woo ten Heritage Center,
respectively . In addition to Professor Schaffer and Professor Miller many Seaver Business
faculty serve non-profit foundations as volunteers and board members including Rob Shearer
(Board Member of the Ventura County Habitat for Humanity) and Dean Balm (Board Member ot
University Credit Union for nineteen years).
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Evidence
Direct Evidence
The assessment of PLO 6 in Service Leadership includes :
•

Pre arid post-assessment of students using a 40-item inventory
Professor evaluation of consulting report using a grading rubric
Nonprofit professional (externa l) evaluation of consulting report using an online
assessment tool

PLO6 is achieved at mastery level through BA598, Service Leadership . The Service Leadership
course is designed to blend academic study with community service (through service-learning).
In this course the students form consulting teams to serve nonprofit organizations by applying
business concepts and ski lls to mutually agreed-upon projects . In this approach , all parties to the
arrangement are seen as learners and teachers as well as servers and served . Dealing with
issues related to service projects, reflection , and evaluation will be essential elements of the
course .
Service Leadership is a required course for all accounting majors. This assessment report ls
based upon enrollments from four sections of BA598 offered in the spring semester of 2014 .
Seventy-one students were enrol led but only business, internatio nal business and accou nting
majors are included in this report. The population consisted of nine account ing majors .

Direct evidence of PLO 6 is evaluated by student grades on their final written report for their
nonprofit client. The project is evaluated using two methods : 1) the professor by use of a grading
rubric for both a first and final draft of the report; and 2) nonprofit client evaluation via an online
assessment tool The grading rubric evaluates content , format , quality of strategic implementation
plan, and writing . The nonprofit client evaluation Includes assessment of quality of strategic plan
and overall experience . To write the final report the students must apply their business knowledge
and skills to creating a strategic solution for their nonprofit client's stated business challenge.
Combined the assessments are direct evidence as allocated by a grade and reported in Table 1:
Exceeds expectat ion: A or A•

Meets expectation : B+, B, or 8-
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Below expectations ; C or lower

Direct Evidence for PLO 6 based on studenst 'f ma I wri·1ten repo rt I·n Service Leadership .
Major
Accounting
100%
Exceeds
0
Meets
0
Below
9
Count
A ll of the accounting majors exceed expectations in PL0#6 . This high rate of success is due to
two key factors . First , the course is designed for studen ts to collaborate with one another , their
non-profit partner and their faculty member in des ign ing their strategy for their clients . This
includes vast amounts of feedback, numerous drafts of their wrltten work, and critiques of the ir
oral presentations , This is a developmental process where students are able to build upon and
improve the quality of their work throughout the semester . Second , service-learning pedagogy
inherent ly engages students in service through their work as consultants. Often student
motivation is high because they see the direct impact their work will have on the cause their non
profit client serves and the ownership they deve lop as they create their own brand (consult ing
team identity, values, logo) and seek out to live the servant leadership principles taught in the
class . The external feedback from the non-profit partners serves to reinforce the studen t
mot ivation and desire to produce qua lity outcomes .
Indirect evidence
Indirect evldence was ob tained by two methods : an on-line survey designed and comp leted by
accounting majors; and by a pre and post-assessment completed in BA598 .
Chart 6: How well does your course of study satisfy Learn ing Objective #6?

B

6
4

2

I
3

4

s
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Six of the n1neaccounting majors surveyed felt the people should find time to contribute to their
community and six of the nine feel it is necessary volunteer their own time . None of the
accounting majors were currently involved ,in community service, bul 4 of 9 planned to be
involved in community service after graduation and 4 more said that they may be involved in
community service after graduation

Authentic Evidence
No authentic evidence was sought for PLO#6 in accounting.
While our accounting majors are demonstrating their commitment to civic engagement while
enrolled in BA598, our assessment indicates that their behavior may be limited to the class . This
is particularly difficult to assess, since the students take the service learning project in their senior
year, leaving little time to track true behavior. However, we are encouraged that eight of nine
accounting seniors indicate they plan to be engaged in service to the community once they
graduate.
Business Administration Division
PLO#1 for a business administration major ls , upon graduation a business administration major
should be able to demonstrate a significant understand ing of the fundamenta l concepts of
accounting , business law , economics , finance , management science , management and
organizational behav ior, and marketing ,
Evidence
Direct Evidence
Direct evidence of PLO#1 comes from four readings in three classes, Financial Management
(BA321) , Managerial Economics (BA445) and busines policy, strategy , and ethics (BA497) ,
The assessment of PLO 1 in BA321 was based on the students ' performance on the
comprehensive final exam of section 1 in the Spring-2014 semester, which had 27 students. Dr.
Levon Goukasian provided the evidence for the Assessment of PLO 1. The determinati on on
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whether a student was able to exceed , meet , or fell below expectat ions 1sbased on the following
sca le:
Score Range
Above 90%
Between 70 and 89%
Below 69%

Interpretation
Exceeds expectations
Meets expectations
Be low expec tations

Professor Goukasian expected to find that over 80% of students meet or exceed expectations .
The result of the exa m for the business admi nistr ation major is follows :

Major

Bus . Adm .

Exceeds

25%

Meet s

50%

Below

25%

Total

100%

Count

16

In all business majors , 82 % of students met or exceeded expectations , which slightly exceeds the
goa l of 80%. However, results vary by major, and business adminis tration majors did not reach
the 80% threshold .
Tl1e assessment of PL0#1 in Manager ial Economics is accomplished in mu ltiple ways. Uniqu e to
this course is a required paper applying managerial economics to help students make the most of
the tim e and effor t put into benevolence . Stud ents must writ e and print out a 3-page paper using
a topic in Managerial Economics that either suggests how to make a specific charity more
effec tive, or explains how a specific charity was changed to be more effective , In two midterms
and a comprehensive fina l exam , students use manageria l economics to help managers make
profitable stra tegic decis ions in a total of 18 different scenarios .
Exceeds

57%

Meets

36%

Below

7%

Total

100%

Count

44
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93% of business administration majors met or exceeded expectations .
The assessment of PLO 1 in Business Policy , Strategy and Ethics is accomplished in rigorous
assessments of strategies indicated in their case assessments and deve lopment of strategic
plans . With the exception of their first individual case , the rest of this work is done in groups
making it difficult to assess individual performance . The refo re, a final exam was ex tended to
make an attempt at how well individual students master and distinguish key elements of various
underlying core subjects and concepts . The exam for Bus iness Pol icy, Strategy and Ethics
consisted of five parts as follows : 1) identifying strategies; 2) developing a strategy for Netflix
which includes elements of core subjects, 3) comparing and contrasting leadersh ip theories; 4)
solving business problems from various core subjects; and 5) calculating and analyzing financial
and accounting problems and ratios. The following reports the findings from this piece of direct
evidence .

Exceeds

49%

Meets

33%

Below

18%

Tota l

100%

Count

23

In this case, 82% of the business administration studen ts were able to meet or exceed wh·at Is
expected of a business administration major at graduation .
The assessment of PLO 1 in Service Leadership is accomplished in multip le way s. The Service
Leadership course is designed to blend academic study with community service (through service 
learning). In t11iscou rse the students form consulting teams to serve nonprofit organizations by
applying business concepts and skills to mutually agreed-upon projects . In this approach, all
parties to the arrangement are seen as learners and teachers as well as servers and served .
Dealing with issues related to service projects , reflection , and evaluation are essential elements
of the course . Service Leadersh ip is a requi red course for all business, accoun ting and
international business majors and nonprofit management minors (which are not included in this
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report). Students demonstrate only the mastery of business concepts that are required by the
nature of their project for their nonprofit client. Thus , coverage of business concepts in PLO 1 is
not comprehe nsive but selective . This assessment report is based upon enrollments from four
sections of BA598 offered in the Spring semester of 2014 . Seventy-one students were enrolled
but only business, internat ional business and accounting majors are inc luded 1n this report. The
population consisted of nine accounting majors , 11 international business majors and 34
bus iness majors for a total of 54 students . Direct evidence for Serv1ce Leadership is eva luated by
stude nt grades on their final written report for their nonprofit client. The project is evaluated by
two methods : 1) the professor by use of a grading rubric for both a first and final draft of the
report; and 2) nonprofit client evaluation via an online assessment tool. The grading rubric
evaluates content , format , quality of strategic implementation plan , and writing. The nonprofit
client eva luation includes assessment of quality of strategic plan and overall experience. To write
the final report the students must apply their business knowledge and skills to creating a strategic
solu tion for their nonprofit client's stated business challenge. Combined the assessments are
direct evidence as allocated by a grade and reported in Table 1:
Exceeds expectation: A or A•

Meets expectation : B+, B, or B
Below expectations : C or lower

The following table summarizes the results of the assessment of PLO#1 In the service leadership
class.
Major

Bus . Adm.

Exceeds

68%

Meets

32%

Below

03%

Tota l

100%

Count

34
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Indirect evidence
The same survey evidence from the service leadersh ip class discussed in the accounting sect ion
above was used for business adminis tration majors . For business admin istration majors, the
findings were even more sobering .

Major
Exceeds
Meets
Below
Total
Count

Bus. Adm.
2/06%
15/44%
17/50%
100%
34

Intl. Bus.
1/09%
4/36%
6/55%
100%
11

Percent Tota l
07%
43%
50%

Count
4
23
27
54

Wh ereas 55% of the accounting majors felt prepared for post-graduate careers and grad schools ,
only half of the business administrat ion majors felt that confident.
Authentic evidence
The same client survey results that was used for accounting authent ic evidence is used here
since those survey results contained students from all majors.
Closlng the loop
Most loop closlng matters in the assessment of PLO#1 for business administration majors dealt
with how to improve the assessment process.
While the assessment of PLO 1 in Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics has utilized the strategy,
leadership and financia l/account ing analysis sections before with consistent results, further work
should be done on using business problems . In the future, Constance James would lil~e to ask
her colleagues what kinds of problems they expect Buslness Policy, Strategy and Ethics students
to be able to answer and to co-determine quest ions that best fit this class Also, the sma ll sample
size by major is a significant concern. For the most part, there is little difference among the
majors, except for Accounting and Finance students' abi lity to perform well on quantitat ive
portions of the course (exams and reports). Whi le this may not be as evident in this semester , it
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is generally the case . Accounting students , in particular tend to do well . This semester the
groups were more balanced, so the overall grades tend to not reflect these differences .
Overall , the division needs to revisit the curriculum map. Many faculty believe their courses ta be
misc lassified as to which PLOs their classes relate.
Finally, the division faculty will be more focused on a year-round approach to assessment. Very
little is done to asses s students in the fall semester .
Most of these closing the loop suggestions have been adopted

PL0#2-A graduate with a degree in business administration should be able to Evaluate
business problems from the perspective of multiple business disciplines and then formu late,
communicate , and defend recommendations to decision-makers based on those evaluations .
Evidence
Direct Evidence
The capstone course, service leadership (BA598) , taught by Jere Yates was used as a
laboratory. In service leadership a team of students is assigned to a non-profit client. A
consu lting contract is negotiated between the team and the non-profit client as to what task the
team would perform and what deliverables will be provided at an end of the term presentation
made by the team to the client.
Four assignments were used to eva luate a student 's success in achieving mastery of PL0#2 .
These are an interim report halfway submitted half way through the semester , weekly oral checks
in class, the final report to the client, and the evaluation by the client. The students were
evaluated on the following scale:
Superior to excelle nt The team performed above the level of expectation in terms of
responsibility, initiative , communication, professiona lism , know ledge, problem-solving , and
completion of the agree-upon business proposal. At the completion of the semester the client is
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very pleased with the outcome of the project and the consulting relationship throughout the
semester.

Very good-above average The team performed as above, but nas some areas that need
improvement.

At the completion of the semester, the client was pleased with tht outcome of the

project and the consu ltlng relationship was good throughout the semester . Though the students
made some mistakes, they did their best to correct and learn from the problems they
encountered .

Good to average The team performed average in terms of respons ibility, initiative,
communication, professionalism , and completion of the project. The outcome of the project is
Okay , but not the level the client expected. The client believes the team cou ld use improvements
in several areas, but overall did about average. The students made little to no effort to address
and solve problems they encountered or learn from their mistakes .

Poor or below average The team performed poorly in terms of responsib ility, initative,
communicatio n, professionalism, and completion of the project. The client was not pleased with
the outcome of the project and feels that the team did not perform as agreed in the contract. The
team made no effort to solve problems or learn from them .
For purposes of seeing if students met , exceeded of failed to meet expectations , superior to
excellent and very good to above average were class ified as exceeds expectations whi le good to
average met expectations and poor and below average failed to meet expectations
The table below reports the findings for finance and business adminis tration majors
Business
Administration

Finance

Percent
Total

n

Exceeds

56%

0%

46%

5

Meets

22%

·100%

36%

4

Below

22%

0%

18%

2

n

9

2

100%

11

Overall , students in these two majors surpassed the goal of 80% , however the business
administra tion majors failed to achieve the 80% threshold ,
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Indirect evidence
There was no substantive Indirect evidence given .
Authentic evidence
Only anecdotal evidence Is given.
Closing the loop
There was

no suggestion

on how to improve student performance to enhance studen t acqu isition

of PL0#2 .

PL0#3 is, "A graduate of the business adminis tration major should be able to produce clearly
written, concise ana lyses , and deliver clear, well organized, persuasive oral presentations."
One of the drawbacks in having the five-year program review four years after the last five-year
program review is that we lost a year of assessing PLOs. In AY 2014-15 the division was poised
to assess PL0#3 as the last PLO to be assessed since the 2011 fJVe-yearreview. Instead that
was put aside due to the effort necessary to put into the ffve-year program review .
That being said, the division does have

a partial assessment

of PL0#3 in that this year Seaver

College assessed the writing core competency. As can be seen above , writing in a clear concise
form is 50% of PL0#3 . Th is report will therefo re, summarize the writing competency
assessments submitted on May 15, 2015 as a partial assessment of PL0#3 . All majors are
presented as one report.
Accounting , Business Administration, lnternatlonal Business

ln/rod(lction
The term business wr iting has evolved over the past several years to include brief summar ies to
clearly written practice bu lletins that are well researched and crafted. In the capstone course,
Business Polley, Strategy and Ethics, BA 497 ("Policy"), students engage in both individual and
group written assignmen ts in wt1ich facu lty emphasize the importance of integrat ing a well-crafted
and reasoned argument in the form of a business strategy that is grounded in research , analysis ,
and critical think ing. Students evo lve from an individua l paper given in the first montt~ of the
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semester to more soph isticated group projects that are presented at the end of the semester, In
add ition, the Service Leadership Capstone Class, BA 598, also has a fina l group paper that
meets a professional standa rd and is given to the board of a nonprofit organization considered to
be "the client'' based on a contractual arrangement.
In addition to class lectures and exercises, Mr. Marc Vinya rd, the Information Servlces Librarian ,
is an integral part of the writing and research process for majo rs in the Business Administrat ion
Division. He teaches a class for each of the Polley sections on research and citing. On the
lnfoguide for the course is a copy of the Harvard Business School's Style Guide for Chicago
Turabian. This style was created at the University of Chicago for the Humanities. We adopted it
because it is one of the few major style guides to include complete footnotes and a bibliography .
Students learn to use detailed citations in addition to learning how to prepare a complete
bib'liography. Throughout the course, in individual and group wr itten work, students are expected
to adhere to this standard of research ,
The assessment of w riting competence for the Business Admin istration Division includes the
direct assessment of indiv idual student papers written in the Capstone Course, Business Policy,
Strategy and Ethics (BA 497) primarily in the spring (2015). Other evidence is also provided
based on group work in both capstone courses, surveys and interviews with students . The
assessment committee cons isted of the Policy Capstone Course Professors, Constance James
and Ben Postlethwa ite. We were also assisted by a student in developing the rubric.

Outcomes Assessed
This assessment was completed as part of the requirements for the Gene ral Education major
program fulfillment for the "Writing Competence" and also for the Business Adm1nlstration
Division's PLO #3 . PLO #3 as it pertains to writing is as follows: To produce clearly wr itten 1
concise analyses .
The SLOs related to writing for the Business Policy , Strategy and Eth1cs (BA 497.01 and 02) are
as follows.
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·1. Students wil l write analytica l reports on the Internal and external analysis of a corporation

using their knowledge of different business dfscipltnes including accounting , l1uman
resources, marketing, busfness law, and finance.
2.

Students will work in groups to write a complete strategic analysis of a company's

business that is wel l researched, including mission, vision and values ; ioteroal analysis;
external analysis; and financial analysis .

Students will present their fina l analyses at a

professional level.
The Assignment
In the first week of class, students receive their first case assignment. Their task is to write a
strateg ic management analysis and recommendation paper for a multinational (Apple Inc.,
Chipotle Corporation, or Netflix Corpo ration). The actual compan1esvary depending on the class
and/or professor; however, students in each section write on the same corporation . The writing
assignment includes a cover metno, executive summary, summary of analyt ical charts , analytical
charts (Situation Analysis, Core Competence Analysis, financial ratios, etc.), strategic
recommendations and conclusions. The requirements for the paper includes proper citlng and
use of quality sources, including 10ks, Standa rd and Poor's/Capita l IQ Reports , Moody's/Mergen !
On-line, and Harvard Business School cases . Requtrements also include a complete
bibllography.
Students have approximately three weeks to write the papers as they learn what a strategy is,
how to analyze the firm's 1nternal and external envirohment, and how to write specific sections,
such as a cover memo and executive summary. Students bring in drafts, but comple te most of
the work outside of class .
For this Writfng Competency Assessment , approximately 20% of papers were selected as
instructed by the Seaver Dean's Office . Each paper was evaluated using a rubric. Each paper
received a score for analysis, strategic recommendatlons, profess ionalism/comp leteness,
research, and mechanics and syntax . Scores were broken down into four categories: excels,
above ave rage, meets (standards) , and below (standards) , It is expected that there will be a
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normal bell shaped curve for all majors combined , resulting in 10% of the students being
excellent with perfect or near perfect scores and 10% of the students falling below standards , Of
the remaining categories , 40% are expected to be above average and 40% are expected to meet
standards . Grven the small sample size, the results for each fndlvidual major are expected to be
skewed

Direct Evidence

The Rubric

To complete the assessment for the "Writing Competency," we used an adap tation of the MC&U
Value Rubric per Attachment A While maintaining the general structure of the rubric, we
modified the columns to assess orthogona lly categories per the following:

AAC &U Value Rubric

Modified for Strategic Manageme nt Pape r

Context of and Purpose for
Writing
tools)

Quality of Analytical Tools (replacing the work with analytical

Content Development

Genre and Disciplinary
Conventions
Sources and Evidence

Qual ity of Strategic Recommendations (replaclng the whole work
with strategic recommendations)

Similar- Report Completeness and Professionalism
Similar - Research (Chicago Turabian Works Cited and
appropriate use of citations)

Control of Syntax and Mechanics

Same

In addition to these modifications, we used a 7-point Likert scale as opposed to the 4 point scale
in the MC&U Rubric . This modification was made after an initial test of the rubric for Inter-rater
reliability . Results showed that inter-rater reliability was close to 90% with a 7-point scale. The
faculty (Professors and student modified the rubric . This modif ied rubric was used to assess
twenty-six student papers for the three Business Administration Majors , Accounting , Busines s
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Administration and Internationa l Business . (See Exh ibit A for the full version of the modi fied
rubric.)

Methodology
Of the 125 graduating seniors, sixty-slx were Business Administration Majors . As requested by
the Seaver Dean's Office, roughly twenty percent of the majors were assessed using indiv idual
studen t papers in the direct assessment. Sixteen business administration majors were assessed .
Using the rubric, each paper received a score . Based on averages and standard deviations, 4.0
and from 1.5 to 2.0 were plus or minus one standard dev iation from the mean . Papers that
received a score of 4 .0 out of 4 ,0 were considered to "Excel." Papers with a score of 3.0 to .3,5
were cons idered "A bove Average." Papers with a score of 2.5 were considered to "Meet " the
standards. Papers with a score of 1.0 to 2.0 were considered "Belo w" standards.

Resu lts

Fo.r all twenty-six majors, only one student (4%) received a perfect score and three students
(12%) fell below a 2 .1, based on averages of all five items on the rubric . Of the remaining
students eleven (42%) met expecta tions and e leven (42%) were above average. This result is
within the norms expected for the first paper. Overall, students performed best on ana lysis as
emp hasized in the Business Admln istration Division major programs and second best on strategy
and professionalism/completeness.

Research skills and mechanics a re last. (See Chart ·1 for

summaries of results for a ll majors.)
Tt1e sixteen Business Administration Majors performed best on analysis and strategy , The
results in Chart 3 show that there is room for improvement in professionalism/completeness ,
research , and writing mechanics and syntax . Numbers do not sum to 100% due to roundln.g.
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Excels
Above Average
Meets
Below
Tota l

Excels
Above Average
Meets
Below
Total%

Analysis
35%
23%

Strategy

35%
8%
100%

19%
19%
100%

Analysis
38%
25%
25%
13%
100%

Strategy
25%
44%
25%
6%
100%

23%
38%

Chart 1
Al l Majors
Mechan ics
Research
Professionalism
19%
15%
23%
38%
54%
54%
1'2%
23%
8%
15%
23%
15%
100%
100%
100%
Chart 3
Business Administration
Mechanics
Research
Professiona lism
6%
13%
19%
63%
50%
56%
6%
25%
6%
19%
19%
19%
100%
100%
100%

Indirect Evidence
In Policy , students work in groups to complete the final projects. Student groups either create a
start-up business plan or analyze the strategies of a major corporat ion, In both cases, students
show considerable progress in all areas of the rubric, lncluding analysis, strategic
recommendat ions, professionalism/comp leteness , research, and mechanics and syntax.
Students in the other capstone class for majors in the Business Administration OiV1sion,Service
Leadership (BA 598), also assess the qua lity of their writing. Professor Regan Schaffer directs
the surveying of students for all of the sections. The surveys are based on a 5-point Likert scale
from "Strongly Agree'' to "Strongly Disagree." Given that ''Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree'' were
not used, these results are not shown. The Spr•ing results of student surveys by major for all
sections are noted in sections below.

Business Administr atio n - Overa ll, 30 Business Administration Majors rate professio nalism the
highest, followed by mechanics and syntax, with organization and persuasive wr itin g last.
Strongly
Agree

Somewhat
Agree

50.00%
36 .] 1 °1c1

H.44%
58.33%

Agree
I.

The content was well -written with no

2.
3.

grammatical or writing errors
The content was organized and written persuasively
The c:ontent was professional in a ppearance
and organization

4.

65 .71%

28 .57%
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Authentic Evidence
Students also write a final report for a nonprofit c lient in the other capstone class for majors in the
Business Administration Divis ion, Service Leadership. Professor Regan Schaffer direc ts the
surveying of clients for all of the sections. Once again, a 5-point Likert scale was used . Given
that clients d id not use the lowest three points, on ly the top two results are shown , The Spring
resu lts of 30 client surveys for all of the majors follow.

Questions
Agree
4. The content wa s well-written with no grammatica l or wr iting errors
5. The content was organized and written persuasively
6. The content was professiona l in appearance and organization

Strongly Agree

81.25%
87.50%
93.75%

In general, nonprofit boards were satisfied to very satisfied with student written reports.

F1nally, students who have engaged in interviews with top firms that require writing , particularly
case writing , have received job offers in fields that hire less frequent ly from undergraduate
programs, such as consulting. With g raduates accepting offers from firms swch as Accenture and
PwC Consu lting , students report a direct correlation between their classwork and a successful
interview process.
Closing the Loop
Based upon this analysis, several actions may be taken to improve the quality of writ ing for the
Business Administration Majors .

1. Working with the techno logy department to put together writing modules. In prevlbus
years , lectu res which show students how to prepare professional reports have improved
the professio nal qua lity of their work . With the ability to create these modules on line and
to use them both in class ~:ind outside of class , using writing modu les is expected to
improv e professionalism and mechanics .
2.

lnc ludlng a business writing class in the curriculum . A bus iness writ ing class would have
significantly mo re time to focus on mechan tcs and different styles used in analytica l
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versus research papers . It would also help students in writing cover memos and could
add ress issues such as writ ing cover letters for jobs and build ing resumes.
3. Work1ng with the faculty in the division to deve lop a set of common standards for
business writing. Consideration wou ld include using Chicago Turabian in all of the major
classes, and deve loping a common rubric for assessing business writing ,
4_ lmprovlng in class exercises in the Business Polley, Strategy and Ethics Course . As the
syllabus and pedagogies for teach ing Policy align, facul ty are able to meet and develop
common assignments and in class exercises to improve business writing .

Pl0#4
PL0#4 was originally worded as ''Recognize the importance of diversity and integrate their unique
cu ltura l backgrounds with those of other students and with faculty members to develop
interpersonal and group interactions."

However, the facu lty felt that the origina l PL0#4 involved

several disparate assessab le components . The division sought to more clea rly operationalize
PL0#4 by mak ing the PLO more concrete. This permits the facu1tyto more easily identify where
and how they assessed this PLO. PL0#4 was then rewr itten to read:
Upon graduation a Seaver Business student should be able to:
Work more effective ly with others by either
e. Understanding and recogniz1ng the importance of diversity or inclusion. OR
f. Understanding one's own unique cultura l background and the backgrounds of other
studen ts and faculty members. OR
g. developing effective interpe rsona l interactions . OR
h. developing effective group interactions .
PL0#4 aligns with ILOs #3, 4, and 7.
Evidence
Direct Evidence
Princlp les of Marketing, BA 355 Introduces PLO #4 by address d ivers ity of consumers and sales
personnel. Specific topics include '.
Understanding the Marketing Environment. Particular emphasis is on the social
trend, We are becoming more diverse as a cultLtre,
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•

Understand ing Buyers, Markets , and Consumer Behavior.

•

Identifying Market Segments and Targets . The emphasis here is that the
marketplace is not one large homogenous group. It cons ists of many diverse
segme nts.

•

Personal Selling . The emphasis is on increas ing a diverse sales force .

During the semester the PLO is further deve loped through a marketing project where teams are
created to consult with a real world organization that supports this PLO. The teams, consisting of
members of diverse background, must work closely together . Each student takes the concepts
introduced in the first part of the class and applies them in a real world application This activity
facilitates development. Also, in approximately 80 percent of the classroom sessions , case
studies will be introduced and small teams will be formed to discuss marketing strategy
implications . The small teams, consisting of members of diverse background , must work closely
together (for further discussion see the 2014 report on the Business Administrat ion major). The
case studies are an application of the concepts described in the 'introducing ' section . Mastery of
the PLO was assessed usfng embedded examinations questions at thre e points during the
semester . Results of test questions measuring PLO #4a are presented in Table 8.
Organizat ional Behavior, BA 366 - Diversity is a major area of emphas is in BA 366 . Students are
introduced to the topic during course units on managing surface- and deep-level diversity .
Through lecture, real-world examples, case analysis, and class discussion, students are exposed
to the moral/ethical , legal/compliance , and business arguments for diversity . Likewise , students
learn to articulate both the benefits and challenges of diverse workplaces. They are also
presented with best practices for working in diverse teams and manag ing diverse organizations .
Further , students are randomly assigned to case ana lysis groups at the beginning of the course.
These groups are typically diverse. As such , students gain firsthand experience working with
students who are different than themselves .
As part of the course units on managing surface- and deep-level diversity , students read a
Harvard Business School case which focused on an ethical decision regarding diversity and
promotion . Students subsequently participated in an in-depth case discussion . Several weeks
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later, students individually analyzed a diffe rent diversity-related case as part of their midterm
examirlation. For the case analysis, students are evaluated based on the ir abi lity to identify the
key management problem/d ilemma, provide evidence from the case to support their problem
diagnosis, integrate relevant course concepts, and propose an evidence -based solution. Case
analyses were graded using a standardized rubric. The case, rubric, and answers to the
examination were reviewed by all three members of the assessment comm ittee.
Students completed an ''Experience as Other" assignment which required them to spend 2-4
hours with a group of people who differed from them in terms of one of the fo llowing identity
gwup memberships: racia l-ethn1city, culture, language, sex, gender, nationali ty, mental/phys ical
ability , sexual orientation, religion, age, or vete rans status. The purpose of this assignment
(designed by a professor elsewhere) was to introduce students to the concept of "otherness." The
assessable data came from a detajled and structu red reflective essay of the ass ignment.

The Lega l anq Reg-ulatory Environment of Business, BA 358, conducted assessments of PLO #4
1nSpring Term, 2014 using: issues of illegal discr iminat ion , especially when based upon gender
(or sexual orientation), race, religion, national origin , co lor, age, or disablllty . Considerab le time in
class was spent on this topic and textual read ings about emp loyment discrimination were
assigned. Embedded exa m questions designed to assess their understanding of illegal
discrimination were used. Not surprisingly, students are both interested in and capable of
differentiating between illegal discrimination and legally acceptable (when perhaps unwise or
crude, though maybe soc ially unacceptable) behaviors. Most are surprised to learn what
constitutes sexual harassment, for examp le. Most enter the topic w ithout any true understanding
of "illegal' ' questions prospective employers frequent ly ask .
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Table 8: PLO #4 Direct Evidence
The table below summarizes direc t evidence of the performance of account ing students In their
non-accounting required bus iness courses:
Course
Exceeds
Meets
Below
Total

BA 355
Examination
2%
98%
0%
100%

BA 366
Diversitv Case
33%

BA 366
Assiqnment
87%

BA358
Examination
67%

45%
22%
100%

0%
13%
100%

0%
33%
100%

The evidence from these courses is mixed . While the more than 80% of the students met or
exceeded the expectation for the principles of marketing and the organizationa l behavior exam,
they failed to reach the 80% thresho ld in the organlzational behavio r dfversity case (78% met or
exceeded the standards he re) and the business law exam (only 2/3 of the class reached the meet
or exceed behavior level.), bL1tonly three accounting students took the exam, so a sample bias
may be present here .

Capstone Courses
In Service Leadersh ip, BA 598 , students demonstrate mastery of PLO 4 in a number of ways.
Faculty members take the lead by being sure the consulti ng teams are a diverse group by way of
gender, cultural background, race, and ethnicity. The student consu lttng teams create their own
consulting name and communication tools . The students spend a great deal of time together,
have weekly meet ings in person, through email, or by phone with their client , and have weekly
upda tes with their faculty member. If a team member is not pu lling his or her own weight, the
team is expected to deal with them, bringing them back in line. If repeated efforts are
unsuccessfu l, the faculty member gets involved . If every intervention fails , the offending team
member can be dismissed from the team, making it almost imposs ible to pass the cou rse. This
action is rare but has occurred severa l times through the years. Assessing mastery occurs
through peer eva luati ons , client evalua tions, and faculty eva1uations (al l of which are c1uthentic
evidence) . Students are asked to evaluate their peers on task and maintenance issues . Mastery
is exceeded by 20 percent of the students as evaluated by the three aforement ioned sources.
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These students are identified by all three sources as "shakers and movers ," or very effective
leade rs (the glue that holds the team toget her) , Mastery is met by the other 80 percen t of the
students as determined through the same means . The number of failures through the years is
clearly below one percent , thus not merit ing a percentage .
There was no closing the loop suggestions in PLO#4 .

PLO#5 for an business administration major is analyze business situations in keeping with
professiona l s1andards and moral values and recommend appropria te courses of action .
Clearly, these PLOs fit well wi th the institutiona l learning outcomes. Specifically, ILO#8 (Practice
responsib le conduct and allow dec isions and directions to be informed by a value-cen tered life)
would align with PLO#5, as well as ILO#7 (Think critically and creatively , communicate clearly,
and act w ith integr ity.)
The report looked at,
"individual ethical reasoning and decision-making in organizations as well as
on the student's development of personal perspec tives of ethics and values .
Detailed assessments of studen ts in one of the introductory courses for a ll
majo rs, Organizational Behavior (BA366) as well as assessments of seniors
in our capstone courses, Business , Po licy , Strategy, and Eth ics (BA497) and
Service Leadership (BA598) are included. The assessment of ethical
dec ision maki ng and reasoning is prirnarly based on bus iness scenarios
analyzed in classes in keeping with the program 's learning objective . One
sce nario direc tly addresses ethics and divers ity w hile the other one analyzes
a local biotechnology company that has become global . Students reflect on
their ind ividual responses as well as on how to understand the context for
large multinationals .
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In addition to individual assessments, the teach1ng evaluation question
regard ing contribution to personal values and moral integrity allows for
assessing all courses within the three majors. Finally, summary information
of pedagogies in classes that actively teach ethics as well as other evidence
contributes to this assessment.
... this assessment focuses on the objective that the student will have the
ability to analyze ethical s1tuations in business and to recommend courses of
action in keeping with professiona l standards and moral values. Although
this assessment does not address a student'.s individual ethics, it is out gal to
show that students develop in their ethical reason ing abilities.
Evidence
Direct evidence

In BA366 the class was presented with a Harvard Business School case requ1nng an ethical
decision. An extensfve class room discussion ensued , A similar ethical case was part of their
midterm exam. The exams were graded using a standardized rubric. The students were
evaluated on their abi lity to identify the key management problem/dilemma, provide evidence
from the case to support their problem diagnosis , integrate the relevant course concepts and
propose an evidence-based solution. The case analysis were evaluated by three members of the
assessment comm ittee following a normalization of assessments .
In a second exercise, students were assigned a business scenario based on a real-life business
situation. Students were evaluated

on their ability to apply six ethica l approaches

to decision

making , the evolution of their answers as the framewor k and exercise unfold , persona l reflections,
and a final exam on their understanding of these approaches. It was expected that student would
correctly identify four or five of the six ethical approaches . Those who identified six, exceeded
expectations and those who ,identified less than four failed to meet expectat ions.
In BA497, a cou rse taken by all Seaver Business majors , students used the "Ethical Audit of
Strategy" to relate a corporation's mission , goals, and objectives of tne firm to audit its ethical
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behavior. The instrument was first written in 1999 by Rowe, Mason , Dickel , and Mann In 1999
and updated by Mann, Rowe , and Seshan in 2011 . Students were gi.ven a case of a
biotechnology company and its difficu lties in manufactur ing two drugs and its acquisition by a
multinational corpora tion . Students were asked to recommend courses of action to improve the
ethics of the company as well as reflect on ethical leadership and personal morals .
In all of these cases, the goal was that at least 80% of the students observed would meet or
exceed the standards set for them. The tables below show ,the results of each exercise .
BA366, case 1
Business
Administ ration
Exceeds

47%

Meets

47%

Below

6%

n

17

In case 1, 94% of the business administration majors meet or e~ceed expectat ions .
The accounting major does much better in the seco nd BA366 case .
BA366, case 2
Business
Admin istration
Exceeds

71%

Meets

29%

Below

0%

n

17

The exercise in the BA497 dea ling with corporate responsib ility had a much larger sample size
(n=95) . The policy exercise also included finance majors as a separate measure. The following
table reports these results
BA497

Exceeds
Meets
Below
n

Business
Adm inistration
20%
67%
13%
54
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lnd;rect Evidence

Indirect evidence was based upon results of a pre-and post-survey In which the students assess
their own level of ethical behavior . Students reply to the statement,

11

1 behave

ethically no matter

the situation," on a scale of "disagree ", "neutral", "agree" or "strongly agree". Individual scores
were tracked through a four digit code, which maintains the anonymity of the student The
differential between the entry and exit surveys were illustrative , Only two (out of 54 students3.7%) said they disagreed with the statement. Neutral ratings Increased from 13% to 24%, while
agree ratings decreased from 67% to 61 %, and strongly agree rating decreased from 17% to
11%. Thirty-seven students did not change their ratings , while five students rated themselves
more highly on the post test than the pre-test, while 12 rated themse lves less highly. This
decrease in the self ratings of 12 students is due to increased critical awareness.
Authentic Evidence

Teach ing evaluations were used to measure if courses for which ethics was introduced,
developed or mastered, were perceived by students as affecting their values. The mean for the
question dealing with the studen ts' perceptions of the cou rse contributing to their morals was
compared for courses identified as contributing lo PL0#5 and those not. In all major there was a
statistical difference between the two means ln the direction that would imply there was indeed a
perceived positive change in ethical growth in the courses in wh ich those mindsets were hoped to
be molded.
Closing the Loop
Since the students met or exceeded expectations on PL0#5, the discussion of closing the loop
consisted mostly of how to conduct this future assessment of PL0#5 more efficiently .

PL0#6 for business administration majors is, a graduate with a business administration (or
internationa l business) degree should be able to demonstrate a commitment to civic
engagement by applying business knowledge in a service project. PL0#6 supports ILOs
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numbers 4 (apply knowledge to real-world challenges), 5 (respond to the call to serve others) ,
and number 6 (demonstrate commitment to service and civic engagement) .
The service leadership project in Seave r Business is an integral part of all of our majors. When
majors take this capstone course they are placed in teams with their cohorts and the team is
assigned a non-profit organization that has enlisted in the service leadership project because
they have a spec ific business issue that needs addressing . The student team in the service
leadership project works as consultants with the non-profit. Tt,e team's first assignment is to
come to an understanding as to what is being asked of the team, what 1s feasible, and what will
be delivered. The service is provided to the non-p rofit at no charge. As such, it is tangible
evidence of the alignme nt of the business div ision's mission to the university's mission .
The division's students have many faculty role models in this area, In academic year 2013-14
two Seaver Business faculty , Regan Schaffe r and Scott Miller received commu nity service
awards from the Ventura County Community Foundation and the Al Wooten Heritage Center,
respectively. In addit ion to Professor Schaffer and Professot Miller many Seaver Business
faculty serve non-profit foundations as volunteers and board members including Rob Shearer
(Board Member of the Ventura County Habitat for Humanity) and Dean Baim (Board Member of
Un1versity Credit Union for nineteen years).

Evidence
Direct Evidence
The assessment of PLO 6 in Service Leadershlp includes:
Pre and post-assessment of students using a 40-item inventory
Professor evaluation of consulting report using a grading rubric
Nonprofit professional (externa l) eva luation of consulting report using an online
assessmen t tool
PL0#6 is achieved at mastery level through BA598, Service Leadership. The Service Leadership

course is designed to blend academic study with community service (through service-learning).
In this course the students form consu lting teams to serve nonprofit organ izations by applying
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business concepts and sk ills to mutua lly agreed-upon projects. In this approach, all part1es to the
arrangement are seen as learners and teachers as well as servers and served. Dealing with
issues related to service projec ts, reflection, and evaluation will be essentia l elemen ts o f the
course.
Service Leadership is a requ ired course for all business adminstration majors . This assessment
report is based upon enrollments from four sections of BA598 offered in the spring semeste r of
2014. Seventy-one students were enrolled but only business, internationa l bus iness and
accounting majors are included in this report. The population consisted of thirty-four business
administration majors .

Direct evidence of PLO 6 is evaluated by student grades on their final written report for the'ir
nonprofit client. The project rs evaluated using two methods ; 1) the professor by use of a grad ing
rubric for both a first and final draft of the report; and 2) nonprofit client evalua tion via an onl ine
assessment toot. The grading rubr ic evaluates content, forma t, qua lity of strategic implementation
plan , and writing . The nonprofit client evaluation includes assessment of quallty of strategic plan
and overa ll experience. To write the ffna l report the students must apply their business knowledge
and skills to creating a strateg ic solution for their nonprofit cl ie nt's stated bus iness challenge.
Combined the assessmen ts are direct evidence as allocated by a grade and reported in Table 1:
•

Exceeds expectation: A or A-

•

Meets expectation: B+, B, or 8-

•

Below expectations : C or tow er

Direct Evidence fo r PLO 6 ba sed on students 'f ina written report in Service Leadersh ip.
Bus. Adm.
Major
68%
Exceeds
29%
Meets
03%
Below
34
Count

Allot the business administration majors, except one, met or exceeded expectations in PLO#6.
This high rate of success is due to two key factors. First, the course is designed for students to
collabo rate with one another, their non-profit partner and their faculty meh1ber in designing their
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strategy for their clients . This includes vast amounts of feedback, numerous drafts of their
written wotk , and critiques of their oral presentat ions. This is a developmental process where
students are able to build upon and improve the quality of their work throughout the semester .
Second, service-learning pedagogy inherently engages students in service through their work as
consultants . Often student motivation is high because they see the direct impact their work will
have on the cause their non-profit client serves and the ownership they develop as they create
their own brand (consulting team identity, values , logo) and seek out to live the servant
leadersh ip princfples taught in the class. The external feedback from the non-profit partners
serves to reinforce the student motivation and desire to produce qua lity outcomes.
Indirect evidence
No indirect evidence was reported for PLO#6.
Authentic evidence
No authentic evidence was reported for PLO#6.
While our students are demonstrating their commitment to cIvIc engagemem while enrolled in
BA598, our assessment indicates that tl1eir behavior may be limited to the class. Therefore, it is
difficult to determine if they are truly "commi tted" to civic engagement. However , we are
encouraged that 50% indicate they plan to be engaged in service to the community once they
graduate . This is encouraging but difficult to assess as the students leave within a year of taking
service leadership.
International Business
PLO#1 is a graduate with a degree in internat ional business should be able to demonstrate a
significant understanding of the fundamental concepts of international finance and marketing and
the legal environment in which int('!rnational businesses operate .
Evidence
Direct Evidence
Direct evidence of PLO#1 comes from four readings in two classes, Financial Management
(BA321) and Policy and Strategy (BA497)
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The assessment of PLO 1 in BA321 was based on the students' performance on the
comprehens ive final exam of section 1 in the Spring-2014 semester, which had 27 students . Dr.
Levon Goukas ian provided the evidence for the Assessment of PLO 1. The determination on
whether a student was able to exceed, meet, or fell below expec tations is based on the following
scale:
Interp retation
Exceeds expec tations
Meets expectations
Below expectations

Score Range
Above 90%
Between 70 and 89%
Below 69%

Professor Goukas ian expected to find that over 80% of students meet or exceed expectations.

Major

Intl. Bus.

Exceeds

0%

Meets

80%

Below

20%

Total

100%

Count

5

Here one notices that 80% international business majors meet expectations in the financic1I
management class , although none of the ihternational business majors exceeded expectations.
The assessment of PLO 1 in Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics is accomplished in rigorous
assessments ot strategies indicated in their case assessments and deve lopment of strategic
plans. With the exception of their firs t individua l case, the rest of this work is done in groups
making it difficult to assess lndfvidual performance. Therefore, a final exam was extended to
make an c1ttempt at how wel l individual students master and distingu ish key elements of various
underlying core subjects and concepts. The exam for Business Policy , Strategy and Ethics
consisted of five parts as follows: 1) identifying strategies; 2) developing a strategy for Netflix
which includes elements of core subjects, 3) comparing and contrasting leadership theor ies; 4)
solving business problems from various core subjects; and 5) calculating ahd analyz ing financ ial
and accountlng problems and ratios. The following reports the findings from this piece of direct
evidence.
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Intl. Bus.

Exceeds

75%

Meets

15%

Below

10%

Total

100%

Count

4

The assessment of PLO 1 in Service Leadership is accomplished in mult iple ways . The Service
Leadership course is designed to blend academ ic study w ith commun ity service (through service 
learning) . ,In th is course the students form consu lting teams to serve nonprofit organizations by
applying bus iness concepts and skills to mutually agreed-upon projects . In this approach , all
parties to the a rrangement are seen as learners and teachers as well as se rvers and served .
Dealing with issues related to service projects, reflect ion, and evalu ation are essential elements
of the course . Service Leadership is a required course for all business, accounting and
international business majors and nonprofit management minors (which are not included in this
report) . Students demons trate on ly the mastery of business concepts that are required by the
nature of their proj ect for their nonprofit client. Thus, coverage of bus1ness concepts in PLO 1 is
not comprehensive but selective. This assessment report is based upon enrollments from four
sections of BA598 offered ih the Spring semester of 2014. Seventy-one students we re enrolled
but on ly business, international business and accounting majors are inc luded in this report The
population co nsisted of nine accounting majors, 11 international business majors and 34
buslness majors for a tota l of 54 students . Direct evidence for Serv ice Leadership is eva luated by
student grades on their fina l written report for their nonprofit client. The project is evaluated by
two methods: 1) the professor by use of a grad ing rubr ic for both a first and final draft of the
report ; and 2) nonprofit client evaluation via an on line assessment tool. The grading rubric
evaluates content , format , quality of strategic implementation plan, and writing . The nonprofit
client eva luation inc ludes assessment of quality of strategic plan and overall exper ience . To write
the final report the students must apply their business knowledge and skills to creating a strategi c
solution for their nonprofit client's stated business challenge. Combined the assessments are
direct evidence as allocated by a grade and reported in Table 1'.
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Exceeds expectation . A or A
Meets expec tation: B+, B, or B
Befow expectations : C or lower
The following table summarizes the results of the assessment of PLO#1 in the service leadership
class .

Major
Exceeds
Meets
Below
Total
Count

Intl. Bus.
64%
27%
9%
100%

11

Here the sample size is more substantial than with the managerial economics evidence . Of the
eleven international business majors , 91% met or exceeded expectations .
Indirect evidence
The same survey evidence from the service leadership class discussed in lhe accounting section
above was used for business administration majors. Internationa l business majors fared worse
on this measure than their colleagues in other Seaver Business majors
Maior
Exceeds
Meets
Below
Total
Count

Intl. Bus.
1/09%
4/36%
6/55%
100%
11

Less than one-half (45%) of the international business majors felt confident about their
preparedness for their post bachelors future.

PLO#2 for international business is, "a graduate with an international business major should be
able to eva luate business Issues from a transnational perspective , integrating multiple business
disciplines , and be able formulate plans that incorporate appropriate response to cross-cultural
differences and then communicate, and defend recommendations to decision-makers . PLO#2 in
relates directly to ILO #1 (Demonstrate expertise in an academic or professional discipline ,
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display profidency in the discipline; and engage In the process of academ ic discovery) and ILO#4
(Apply knowledge to real-wor ld chal lenges) .
Evidence
Direct Evidence
Direct evidence was gathered in three upper division classes that are required of the international
business major. The c lasses are international fincince (BA447) , international business law
(BA457), and international marketing (BA474) .
For international finance. a ll exam ques tions dealing with the classes SLOs were graded for the
two sections of the class that were conducted in fall 2012 .
In international bus iness law students were expected to develop the abil ity to synthesize and
integrate information and ideas, and they should identify the global implications of a culture 's
philosoph ical , political , and religious values.
Internat ional marketing used student pe rformance on exam ques tions and performance on daily
mini cases to assess the students ' acquisition of the course material.
The performance of the international bus iness majors in each of these classes is given in the
table below .
Finance

Law

MarketinQ

Exceeds

60%

7 1%

52%

Meets

29%

29%

34%

Fails to Meet

11%

0%

14%

24

14

21

89%

100%

86%

Interna tional

Total
% meeting or
exceeding

In all three c lasses more than 80% of the students met or exceeded the threshold of 80% .
Indirect Evidence
At the time of the writing of the 20 '13 annual assessment, a student who was in the internationa l
finance class received an internship in a foreign currency trading flrrn. The student indicat ed he
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felt more prepared than his peers at the firm, and he had been extended an offer of a job upon
graduation .
Closing the loop
The report conc luded that since students in all classes exceeded the 80% threshold no action
was recommended .

PL0#3 for international business majors is a graduate of the intematiaonal business major shou ld
be able to produce clearly written, concise ana lysis, and deliver clear, we ll organized persuasive
oral presentations . One of the drawbacks in having the five-year program review four years after
the last five-year prog ram review Is that we lost a year of assessing PLOs. In AY 2014-15 the
div ision was poised to assess PL0#3 as the last PLO to be assessed since the 2011 five-year
review . Instead that was put aside due to the effort necessary to put into the five-year program
review.
Introduction
The term business writing has evolved over the past seve ral years to include brief summaries to
clearly w ritten practice bulletins that are we ll researched and crafted . In the capstone course,
Business Policy, Strategy and Ethics, BA 497 ('Policy"), students engage in both individual and
group written assignments in which faculty emphasfze the lmportance of integrating a well-crafted
and reasoned argument in the form of a business strategy that is grounded in research, c1nalysis,
and critical thinking . Students evolve from an individua l paper given in the first month of the
semester to more sophisticated grotip projects that are presented at the end of the semes ter . ln
addition, the Service Leadersh ip Capstone Class, BA 598, also has a ffnal group paper that
meets a professional standard and is given to the board of a nonprofit organization considered to
be "the client" based on a contractual arrangement.
In addit ion to class lectures and exercises, Mr. Marc Vinyard , Information services librarian , is an
lntegra l part of the writing and research process for majors in the Business Administration
Division. He teaches a class for each of the Policy sections on research and citing . On the
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lnfogu ide for the course is a copy of the Harvard Business School 's Style Gu ide for Chicago
Turablan . This style wa s created at the University of Chicago

for the

Humanities. We adopted 1t

because it is one of the few major style guides to include complete footnotes and a bibliography.
Students learn to use detailed citations in addition to learning how to prepare a comp lete
bibliography . Throughout the course, in individua l and group wr itten work , students are expected
to adhere to this standard of resea rch.
The assessment of writing competence for the Business Administration Division includes the
direct assessment of in9ividual student pape rs wri tten in the Capstone Course, Business Policy,
Strategy and Ethics {BA 497) prlmaril'y in the spring (2015) . Other evidence is also provided
based on group work in both capstone courses, surveys and interviews with studen ts. The
assessme.nt committee consisted of the Policy Capstone Course Professors, Constance James
and Ben Postlethwa ite. We were also assis ted by a student in developing the rubric.

Outcomes Assessed
Th1s assessment was completed as part of the requirements for the General Education major
program fulfillment for the "Writing Competence" and also for the Business Administrat ion
Division's PLO #3. PLO #3 as it pertains to writing is as follows: To produce clearly written ,
concise analyses.
The SLOs related to writing for the Business Policy , Strategy and Ethics {BA 497.01 and 02) are
as follows.
1. Studen ts wlll write analyt ical reports on the internal and externa l analysis of a corporation

using their know ledge of different

business

disciplin es including

accounting,

human

resources, marketing, business law, and finance .
2.

Students wi ll work in groups to write a comp lete strategic analys is of a company's

business that is well researched , including mission, vision and va lues ; internal' analysis;
external analysis ; and financial analysis.
professional level.

Students will present their final analyses at a
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The Ass ignment
In the first week of class, students rece ive thel r first case assignment.

Their task is to write a

strateg ic management analysis and recommendat ion pape r for a mult inational (Apple Inc ..
Chipotle Corpora tion, or Netflfx Corporation) , The actual companies vary depend ing on the class
and/o r professor ; however , students in each sect ion write on tt·1e same corporation . The writing
assignme nt includes a cover memo, executive summary, summary of ana lytical charts, ana lyt ical
charts (Situation Analysis . Core Competence Analysis, financial rat ios, etc .), strategic
recommendations and conclusions.

The requireme nts for the paper includes proper dting and

use of quality so urces, incl udin g 1 0J<s,Standard and Poor's/Capi tal ,IQ Reports, Moody 's/Mergen!
On -line, and Harvard Business School cases . Requireme nts also include a comple te
bib liography .
Students have approximate ly three w eeks to write th e papers as they learn w hat a strateg y is ,
how to analyze the firm's internal and external environment, and how to write specific sections,
such as a cover memo and executive summary. Stude nts bring in drafts, but comple te most of
the work outside of class.
For this Writin g Competency Assessment, approxima tely 20% of papers were selec ted as
instructed by the Seaver Dean 's Office . Each paper was eva luated us ing a rubric. Eac h paper
rece ived a sco re for ana lysis, strategic recommendations , professionalism/completeness.
research, and mechanics and syn tax. Scores were bro ken down into four categories:

excels,

abo ve average, meets (standards) , and below (standards) , It is expected that there will be a
norma l bel l shaped curve for all majors combined, resulting in 10%~of the students being
excel lent with perfect or near perfect scores and 10% of the students fa lling below standards . 0(
the remainlng ca tegories, 40% are expec ted to be above average and 40% are expec ted to meet
standards. Given the small sample size, the results for each individual majot are expected to be
skewed.
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Direct Evidence
The Rubric
To complete the assessment for the "Writing Competency," we used an adaptation of the AAC&U
Value Rubric per Attacl1ment A While maintaining the general structure of the rubric, we
modified the columns to assess orthogonally categories per the following :

AAC&U Value Rubric

Modified for Strategic Manage ment Paper

Context of and Purpose for
Writing
tools)

Quality of Ana lytical Tools {rep lacing the work with ana lytical

Contenl Development

Genre and Disciplinary
Conventions
Sources and Evidence

Quality of Strategic Recommendations (replacing the whole work
with strategic recommendations)

Similar- Report Completeness and Professionalism
Si'milar - Research (Chicago Turabian Works Cited and
appropriate use of citations)

Control of Syntax and Mechanics

Same

In additlon to these modifications, we used a 7-point Ukert scale as opposed to the 4 po1ntscale
in the AAC&U Rubric. This modification was made after an initial test of the rubric for inter-rater
reliability. Results showed that inter-rater reliab11itywas close to 90% with a 7-point scale. The
faculty {Professors and student modified the rubric. This modified rubric was used to assess
twenty-six studen t papers for the three Business Administration Majors, Accounting , Business
Administration and International Business. (See Exhibit A for the full version of the modified
rubric .)
Methodology
Of the 125, graduates cleared to walk, twenty-nine were International Business Majors, and As
requested by the Seaver Dean's Office , roughly twenty percent of t he majors were assessed
using individual student papers in the direct assessment. Six internat ional business majOl'swere
assessed .
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Using the rubric, each paper received a score. Based on averages and standard deviations , 4.0
and from 1.5 to 2.0 were plus or minus one standard deviation from the mean . Papers that
received a score of 4.0 out of 4.0 were considered to "Excel.'' Papers with a score of 3.0 to 3.5
were considered "Above Average.'' Papers with a score of 2.5 were considered to "Meet" the
standards . Papers with a score of 1.0 to 2.0 were considered "Below" standards .

Results
For all twenty-six majors , only one student (4%) received a perfect score and three students
(12%} fell below a 2.1. based on ·averages of all five items on the rubric. Of the remaining,
students eleven (42%) met expectations and eleven were above average . This result is within
the norms expected for the first paper . Overall, students performed best on analysis as
emphasized in the Business Administration Division major programs and second best on strategy
and professiona lism/comp leteness. Research skills and mechanics are last. (See Chart 1 for
summaries of results for all majors.)
That being said, the division does have a partia l assessment of PLO#3 in that this year Seaver
College assessed the writing core competency. As can be seen above, writing in a clear concise
form is 50% of PLO#3. This report w ill therefore , summarize the writing competency
assessments submitted on May 15, 2015 as a partial assessment of P LO#3. All majors are
presented as one report.
The six International Business Majors in Chart 4, performed analysis the best followed by
research and professionalism/completeness. Their worst performance was in strategy followed
by writing mechanics and syntax . All columns do not sum to 100% due to rounding .
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All Majors
Analysis

Strategy

Professionali sm

23%

Above Average

35%
23%

Meets
Below

35%
8%

38%
19%
19%

23%
54%

Total

100%

100%

Excels

Excels
Above Average
Meet s
Below
Total%

Analysis
17%
17%
67%

0%
100%

8%
15%
-100%

Research
15%

Chart 1
Mechan ics
19%
54%
12%

38%
23%
23%
100%

Internatio nal Business
Strategy Professionalism Research
0%
17%
17%
50%
33%
0%
17%
17%
17%
50%
17%
.67%
100%
·100%
100%

15%
100%

Chart 4
Mechanics
17%
33%
33%
17%
100%

Indirect Evidence
1n Policy, students work in groups to complete the final projects . St-udent groups eithe r create a
start-up business plan or analyze the strategies of a major corporation . In both cases , student s
show considerable progress in all areas of \he rubric, includ ing analysis , strategic
recommendations, profess1onallsm/cornpleteness , research , and mechanics and syntax .
Students in the other capstone class fo r majors in the Business Administration Division , Service
Leadership (BA 598), also assess the quality of their writing. Professor Regan Schaffer directs
the surveying of students for all of the sections . The surveys are based on a 5-pofnt Likert scale
from "Strongly Agree" to "Strongly Disagree. " Given that "Disagree" and "Strongly Disagree" were
not used , these results are not shown . The Spring results of student surveys by major for a.II
sections are noted in sections below .

Internatio nal Business - Overa ll, 11 International Business Majors rate their abihty to organize
and write persuasively the highest , with professionalism and mechanics/syntax tied for second
place.
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Strongly Agree Somewhat Agree
Agree
1. The content was well-written with no
54.55%
45.45%
grammatical or w riting e rrors
72.11%
27
.27%
'2. The content was organ ized and writte n persuasively
3, The content was professional in appea rance
54,55%
45.45%
and organization

Authentic Evidence
Studen ts also write a fi nal repo rt for a nonprofit client in the other capstone class for majors in the
Business Admin istration Division, Serv ice Leadership. Professor Regan Schaffer directs the
surveying of clients for all of the sections. Once aga in, a 5-po int Likert sca le was used . Given
that clients did not use the lowest three polnts , only the top two resul ts are shown . The Spring
results of 30 client surveys for all of the majors follow.
Strongly Agree

Questions
Agree
7. The content was well-writ ten with no grammat ical or writ ing errors
8. The content was organiz.ed and written persuasively
9. The conten t was profess iona l in appearance and organization

81.25%
87.50%
93.75%

In gene ral, nonprofit boards were satisfied to very satisfied with student wri tten reports.
Finally, students who have engaged in interv iews with top firms that require w riting, particu larly
case writing, have received job offers in fields that Iii re less frequent ly from undergraduate
prog rams, such as consulting. W ith gradua tes accep ting offers from firms such as Accen ture and
PwC Consul ting, students report a direct co rrelation between their classwork and a successfu l
interview process .

Closing the loop
Based upon this analysis , several actions may be taken to improve lhe qual ity of wr iting for the
interna tional business majors.
1. Working with the technology department to put together writing modu les. In prevlous years,
lectures wh ich show students how to prepare professional reports have improved the professiona l
1

qua lity of their worJ<. With the ability to create these modules o n line and to use them both In
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class and outsfde of class, using writing modules is expected to tmprove professfonalism and
mechanics.
2.

Including a business writing class in the curriculum A business writing class would have
significantly more time to focus on mechanics and different styles used in analytical versus
research papers. It would also help students in writing cover memos and could address issues
such as writing cover letters for jobs and building resumes.

3. Working with the faculty in the divis ion to develop a set of common standards for business
writing. Consideration would include using Chicago Turabian in all of the major classes, and
developing a common rubric for assessing business writing .

4, Improving in class exercises in the Buslness Policy, Strategy and Ethics Course. As the syllabus
and pedagogies for teaching Policy align, faculty are able to meet and develop common
assignments and in class exercises to improve business writing.
PL0#4
PL0 #4 was originally worded as "Recogn ize the importance of diversity and integrate their unique
cultural backgrounds with those of other students and with faculty members to develop
interpersonal and group interactions." However, the faculty felt that the original PL0#4 involved
several disparate assessable components. The division sought to more clearly operationalize
PL0#4 by making the PLO more concrete. Tllis permits the faculty to more easily identify where
and how they assessed this PLO. PL0#4 was then rewritten to read:

Upon graduation a Seaver Business student should be able to:
Work more effectively with others by either
a. Understanding and recognizing the importance of diversity or Inclusion. OR
b. Understanding one's own unique cultural background and the backgrounds of other students and
faculty members. OR
c. developing effective interpersonal interactions . OR
d. developing effective group interactions.
PL0#4 aligns with ILOs #3, 4 , and 7.
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Evidence
Direct Evidence
The assessment of PLO 4 in Organizational Behavior taught by Ben Postlethwaite students are
introduced to the topic during course units on managing surface - and deep -level diversity.
Through lecture , real-world examples , case analysis , and class discussion , students are exposed
to the moral/ethical, legal/comp liance, and business arguments for diversity , Likewise , students
learn to articulate both the benefits and challenges of diverse workplaces . They are also
presen ted with best practices for working in diverse teams and managing diverse organizations.
Further , students are randomly assigned to case analys is groups at the beg inn ing of the course .
These groups are typically diverse . As such , student s gain firsthand experience working with
students who are different than themselves.
Direct evidence of PLO 4 includes students reading a Harvard Business School case (Laura

Wollen and ARPCO , Inc.; Gentile, 1992) which focused on an eth ical decision regarding diversity
and promotion . Students subsequently partic ipated in an in-depth case discussion . Several
weeks later , students individua lly analyzed a diffe rent diversity-related case (Managing Diversify

at Spencer Owens & Co. ; Ely , 2004) as part of their midterm examination . For the case analys is,
students are evaluated based on their ability to identity the key management problem/dilemma ,
provide evidence from the case to support their problem diagnosis, integrate relevant cours e
concepts , and propose an evidence -based solution . Case analyses were graded using a
stand ardized rubric . The case , rubric, and answers to the examination were reviewed by all three
members of the assessment committee . At least 80 % of students are expec ted to meet or
exceed expectations . The table show s that all o f of all international bus iness majors met or
exceeded expectations.
Major

Intl Bus

Exceeds

16.7%
83.3%
0.0%
100.0%

Meets
Below
Total
Count

6
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The assessment of PLO#4 from Organizational Behavior taught by J . Goosby Smith includes
students completing an "Experience as Other" assignment which requ1red them to spend 2-4
hours with a group of people who differed from them in terms of one of the following identity
group memberships : racial-ethn icity , culture , language , sex, gender , nationa lity, mental/physical
ability , sexual orientation , religion, age, or veterans status . The purpose of this assignment
(designed by a professor elsewhere) was to introduce students to the concept of "otherness. "
Direct evidence of PLO 4 came from a detailed and structured reflective essay of the "Experience
as Other" assignment. The results are shown in the table below ...
Maior
Exceeds
Meets
Below
Total
Count

Intl. Bus."'
100%
0%
0%
100%
6

On the "experience as other" assignment , all of the international business majors exceeded
expectations.
The assessment of PlO4 from the lega l and RegL1latoryEnvironment of Business class involved
a question Professor Whitney asked regarding illegal and unwise forms of discriminat ion, Direct
evidence of PLO4 is derived from ·an exercise conducted in BA358, the legal and regulatory
environment of Business. ln the class, the students are asked to respond, to a question regarding
illegal discrimination and legally , although unwise , discrimination . Direct evidence for PLO#4
based upon the question in business law regarding illegal and unwise discrimination fs shown
below using a scale of 85% exceeds expectations , 70%- 84% meets expectations, and below
70% fails· to meet expectat ions.
Major : !nternationa l Business
3
Number Correct
4
Total# maior
75%
Percentage Correct

From the above table, we can see the performance of intemational, business majors failed to

reach the 80% threshold , but this again may be due to a small sample size. Given that there
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were only four international business majors in the section, all four would have to get the question
right to score above 80%.
Indirect Evidence
No indirect evidence was sought among international business majors for PLO#4.
Authentic Evidence
No authentic evidence was sought among international business majors for PLO#4
Closing the loop. There were no closing the loop suggestions to increase the performance of
international business majors for PLO#4.

PLO#S for an International business major is that a graduate with a degree in international
business shou ld be able to analyze internationa l business situations in keep ing with professiona l
standards and moral values and recommend appropriate courses of action .
Clearly, these PLOs fit well with the institutional learning outcomes

Specifically , 1LO#8 (Practice

responsible conduct and allow decisions and directions to be informed by a value-centered life)
would align with PLO#5 , as well as ILO#7 (Think critically and creatively, communicate clearly ,
and act with integrity .)
The report looked at,
"lndividua l ethica l reasoning and dec1s1o
n-mak 1ng

in

organizat ions as well as

on the student's development of personal perspectives of ethics and values .
Detailed assessments of students in one of the introductory courses for all
majors, Organizat ional Behavior (BA366) as well as assessments of seniors
in our capstone courses , Business , Policy , Strategy, and Ethics (BA497) and
Service Leadership (BA598) are included . The assessment of ethica l
decision making and reasoning is primarily based on business scena rios
analyzed in classes in keeping with the program 's learning objective . One
scenario directly addresses ethics and diversity while the other one analyzes
a local biotechno logy compa ny that has become globa l. Students reflect on
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their individual responses as we ll as on how to understand the context for
large multinationals .
In addition to individual assessments , the teaching evaluation question
regarding contribution to personal values and moral integrity allows for
assessing all courses within the three majors. Finally, summary information
of pedagogies in classes that active ly teach ethics as well as other evidence
contributes to this assessment.
... this assessme nt focuses on the objective that the studen t w ill have the
ability to analyze ethical situations in business and to recommend courses of
action in keeping with professiona l standards and moral values . Although
this assessment does not address a student' s individual ethics, it is out gal to
show that students develop in thelr ethical reasoning abi lities
Evidence
Direct evidence

In BA366 presented with a Harvard Business School case requiring an ethical decision . An
extensive class room discuss ion ensued. A similar ethical case was part of their midterm exam.
The exams were graded using a standardized rubric. The students were evaluated on their ability
to Identify the key management probl'em/d!lemma, provide evidence from the case to support
their problem diagnosis, integrate the relevant course concepts and propose an evidence-based
solution. The case ana lysis were evaluated by three members of the assessment committee
fo llowing a normaliza tion of assessments.
In a second exercise , students were assigned a business scenario based on a real-life business
situation. Students were evaluated on their ability to app ly six ett'lical approaches to decision
making, the evolution of their answers as the framework and exercise unfold, personal reflections.
and a final exam on their understanding of these approaches . It was expected that student wou ld
correctly identify four or five of the six ethical approaches . Those who identified six, exceeded
expectations and those who identified less than four failed to meet expectat ions.
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In BA497, a course taken by all Seaver Business majors, students used the "Ethical Audit of
Strategy" to relate a corporation 's mission, goa ls, and objectives of the firm to audit its ethical
behavior. The instrument was first written in 1999 by Rowe , Mason, Dickel, and Mann in 1999
and updated in 2011 by Mann , Rowe, and Seshan in 2011 . Students were given a case of a
biotechnology company and its difficulties in manufacturing two drugs and its acquisition by a
multinational corpora tion. Students were asked to recommend courses of action to improve the
ethics of the company as well as reflect on ethical leadership and personal morals .
In all of these cases, the goal was that at least 80% of the students observed would meet or
exceed the standards set for them . The tables below show the results of each exercise .
BA366, case 1
International
Business
Exceeds

50%

Meets

33%

Below

17%

n

6

In case 1, 83% of the internation al business majors meet or exceed expectations .
BA366, case 2
International
Business
Exceeds

86%

Meets

14%

Below

0%

n

7

Not only did accounting majors do bette r on the second case , but all students in all majors met or
exceeded expectations.
The exercise in the BA497 dealing with corporate responsibility had a much larger sample size
(n=95) . The policy exercise also included finance majors as a sepa rate measure. The fol lowing
table reports these results
BA497
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International
Business
Exceeds

35%

Meets

50%

Below

15%

n

26

85% met or exceeded expectations , larger than the goal of 80% . All majors exceed this
threshold .

Indirect Evidence
Indirect evidence was based upon results of a pre-and post-survey in which the students assess
their own level of eth ical behavior. Students reply to the statement, "I behave ethically no matter
the situation ," on a scale of "disagree ", "neutral ", "agree " or "strongly agree" . Indiv idual scores
were tracked through a four digit code , which maintains the anonymity of the student . The
differential between the entry and exit surveys were illustrative . Out of testy.six students , only
two (out of 54 students-3 .7%) said they disagreed with the statement. Neutral ratings increased
from 13% to 24% , while agree ratings decreased from 67% to 61 %, and strongly agree rating
decreased from 17% to 11%. Thirty-seven students did not change their ratlngs , while five
students rated themselves more highly on the post test than the pre-test , while 12 rated
themselves less highly . This decrease in the self ratings of 12 students is due to Increased
critica l awareness.

Authentic Evidence
Teach ing evaluations were used to measure if courses for wh1ch ethics was introduced ,
deve loped or mastered, were perceived by students as affecting the ir values . The mean for the
question dealing with the students ' perceptions of the course contributing to their morals wa s
compared for courses identified as contribu ting to PLO#S and those not. In all major there was a
statistical differenc e between the two means in the direction that would imply ther e was Inde ed a
perceived positive change in ethical growth in the courses 1nwl1lch those mindsets were hoped to
be molded ,
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Closing the Loop
Since the students met or exceeded expectations on PL0#5 , the discussion of closing the loop
conslsted mostly of how to conduct this future assessme nt of PLO#S more efficiently .

_EL0#6 for international business majors is the same as for business administration majors , a
graduate with a business administration (or international business) degree should be able to
demonstrate a commitment to civic engagement by applying business knowledge in a service
project.
PL0#6 in each major supports ILOs numbers 4 (apply knowledge to real-world challenges) , 5
(respond to the call to serve others) , and number 6 (demonstrate commi tment to service and civ1c
engagement) .
The service leadership project 1nSeaver Business is an integral part of all of our majors . When
majors take this capstone course they are placed in tearns with their cohorts and the team is
assigned a non-profit organization that has enlisted in the service leadership project because they
have a specific business Issue that needs address ing. The student team in the service
leadership project works as consultants with the non-profit. The team's first assignment is to
come to an unders tanding as to wh at is being asked of the team, what is feasible, and what will
be delivered. The service is provided to the non-profit at no charge . As such, it is tangible
evidence of the alignmen t of the business division's mission to the university's mission.
The division's studen ts have many faculty role models In this area , In academic year 2013 -14
two Seaver Business faculty , Regan Schaffer and Scott Miller, received community service
awards from the Ventu ra County Community Foundation and the Al Wooten Heritage Center ,
respectively . In addition to Professor Schaffer and Professor MIiier many Seaver Business
faculty serve non-profit foundations as volunteers and board members includlng Rob Shearer
(Board Member of the Ventura County Habitat for Humanity) and Dean Baim (Board Member of
University Credit Union for nineteen years)
Evidence
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Direct Evidence
The assessment of PLO 6 in Service Leadership inctudes:
•

Pre and post-assessment of students using a 40-item inventory

•

Professor evalua tion of consulting report using a grading rubric
Nonprofit professional (external) evaluation of consulting report using an online
assessment tool

PLO#6 is achieved at mastery level through BA598, Service Leadership. The Service Leadership
course is designed to blend academic study with commun ity service (through service- learning)
In this course the students form consulting teams to serve nonprofit organizations by applying
business concepts and skills to mutually agreed-upon projects . In this approach, all parties to the
arrangement are seen as learners and teachers as well as servers and served. Dealing with
issues related to service projects, reflection, and evaluation will be essential elements of the
course .
Service Leadership is a required course for all international business majors . This assessment
report is based upon enrollments from four sections of BA598 offered in the spring semeste r of
2014 . Seventy-one students were enrolled but only business , international business and
accounting majors are included in this report. The popu lation consisted of eleven internationa l
business majors .

Direct evidence of PLO 6 is eva luated by student grades on their final written report for their
nonprofit client. The project is evaluated using two methods : 1) the professor by use of a grading
rubric for both a first and final draft of the report ; and 2) nonprofit client evaluat ion via an on line
assessment tool. The grading rubric evaluates content , format , quality of strategic implementation
plan, and writing. The nonprofit client evaluation includes assessment of quality of strateg ic plan
and overall experience . To write the final report the students must apply their business knowledge
and skills to creating a strateg ic solution for thelt nonprofit client's stated business challenge ,
Combined the assessments are direct evidence as allocated by a grade and reported in Table 1
Exceeds expec tation : A or A ·
•

Meets expectation . B+, B, or B-
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Below expectations : C or lower

Direct Evidence for PLO 6 based on s tud enst ' fiina wn en repo rt I·n Service Leadership.
Major
Intl. Bus.
Exceeds
64%
Meets
27%
Below
9%
All of the international business majors , except one , met or exceeded expectat ions in PLO#6.
This high rate of success is due to two key factors . First, the course is designed for students to
co llaborate with one another, their non-profit partner and their faculty member in designing their
strategy for their clients . This includes vast amounts of feedback , numerous drafts of their
written work , and critiques of their oral presentations . This is a developmental process where
students are able to build upon and improve the quality of their work throughout the semester .
Second , service-learning pedagogy inherently engages students in service through their work as
consultants . Often student motivation is high because they see the direct lmpact their work wlll
have on the cause their non-profit client serves and the ownership they develop as they create
their own brand (consul ting team identity , values , logo) and seek out to live the servant
leadership principles taught in the class. The external feedback from the non-profit partners
serves to reinforce the student motivation and desire to produce quality outcomes
Indirect evidence
No indirect evidence was reported for PLO#B.
Authentic evidence
No authentic evidence was reported for PLO#6 .
While our students are demonstrating their commitment to civic engagement while enrolled In
BA598, our assessment indicates that their behavior may be limited to the class . Therefore , it is
difficult to determine if they are truly "committed" to civic engagement. This is encouraging but
diff icult to assess as the students leave within a year of taking service leadership.
Closing the Loop
There is no closing the loop recommendation s for PLO#6 in international business.
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Multiple PLO Authentic Evidence
After summariz ing the PLO assessments in the last section for each ma1or, we close this section
by reporting on the success of our majors in multiple PLO areas . As most Qf these are
achievements by our alums , these are classified as authentic evidence .
Over the last four years three Seaver Business majors have been named Fu lbright
Scholars .
One of our accounting majors earned a perfect score on one of the sections of the CPA
exam .
Working with Jaye Smith and Scott MIiier to gather data, James Scott-Ransom wrote a
paper that was accepted for presentation at c1professional conference.
One of the 2014 accounting graduates was accepted into the Masters of Science in
Accounting at the University of Notre Dame , the most prestigious program in the
country. The year's study was financed by her accounting employer .
V.-Fac ulty
The Seaver Business Faculty is a mixture of traditionally trained academics and practitioners . At
the core of the Seaver Business faculty are the traditionally trained academics who hold terminal
degrees in their fields . Besides their terminal degree these faculty often bring practical business
experience with them . A Seaver Business student's educational experience is further enhanced
by other faculty members who have had extens'ive experience as a practitioner and, often, an
executive . Our faculty are selected because they have backgrounds that enhance the student's
learning experience , model lifetime learning, have a heart for service (to the student and the
commu nity, and have strong moral backgrounds.
Examples of how faculty members' background and expertise enhance our students' experience .
are
Mike Mullen , who teaches our hurnan resources management class and oversees our
internship program .
Ron Conlin who served as a researcher of JO F>owerand teaches marketing research for
us.
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Paul Reim, a successful real estate investor in Orange County (and a Seaver Business
alum.) teaches rea l estate investment.
Amy Johnson , a former consultant for a large consulting firm, an entrepreneur who
started and still maintains a private consu lting firm .
Frank Sadighian , a former vice president of marketing for 3M
Table Ak shows the breakdown of the Seaver Business faculty with termina l degrees and those
who have a more practitioner background .
Terminal
degree

Graduate degree with
extensive business
experience

Percentage of
faculty with terminal
degree

21

14

60%

There is a mixture also of the length of time at Pepperdine . A nucleus of faculty were hired in the
early 1980s and have remained at Pepperdine in excess of 30 years . In the last decade, we have
hired several more faculty , but, as will be discussed later, we have recently had difficulty in
reta ining many of these faculty. The table below shows the time of service for the tenure-track
faculty as of fall 2014 (again. does not sum to 100% due to rounding)
Number ofT enure- Trac k Facu lty b" Lengt h 0 f S erv1ce measure 1nyears
>35
30-35
25-30
20-25
15-20
10-15
5- 10
<5 vears
1
3
2
2
1
2
2
4
Yates Summers Whitney
James
Misch Galentine
Smith Postlethwaite
Gean
Goukasian Miller
Seshan Schaffer
Shearer
Baim
Burke
Myer
Son
6%
17%
11%
11%
6%
17%
11%
22%

The table above gives an indication of a division that is in trans ition . About 1/3 of the tenure-track
faculty members are at an age where retirement is a reasonable thought. Indeed , two of the
faculty members w ith a tenure of 25 years or more have retired in A Y2014 - 15. Obviously, thes e
25+ year veterans are deeply loyal to the college . As they retire , however , the challenge will be
to replace them.
The division has not been able to retain a significant numbers of faculty hired in the past five
years beyond two years. Indeed, the only faculty hired in the last five years who have stayed
more than two years are Ben Postlethwaite and Rob Shearer The former is a Pepperdine a(um
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and the latter has a military pension to help support he and his family. While two of the 25+
faculty have retired, the two of the <10 year faculty have decided to leave Pepperdine. These
two add to the departure of one accounting professor (who left three years ago) and a marketing
professor (who left two years ago, and who stayed at Pepperdine on ly two years) .
The following table will update the previous table to the fall 2015 tenure-track faculty .
30-35
3
Summers
Gean
Baim

25-30
1
Whitney

20-25
2
James
Schaffer

15-20
1
Misch

10-15
2
Galan tine
Goukasian

5-10
2
Miller
Burke

19%

6%

13%

6%

13%

6%

<5 years

4
Postlethwaite
Shearer
Son
FanQ
25%

Other facu lty have engaged in scholarly activity related to teach ing/learn ing and assessment.
Both Marilyn Misch and Carolyn Galantine have won best paper awards with papers that address
these Issues.
Many of the faculty engage in scholarly activities that support the division , college , and university
missions . Recently, a new initiative this year will increase that number as we begin a series of
community based research (CB R). The CBR will not only attract faculty interest In this mission
supporting scho larly activity , but it will also be used to create opportunities for more student 
faculty collaboration.
The faculty have been relatively successful in finding outside funding sources to support their
research and teaching activities. Two facu lty have rece ived gran ts from the Wood -Claessens
Foundation . We have a grant from Harry Respess to promote student-faculty research
collaborations . One of our facu lty members holds an endowed chair, and we will have funding for
another chair and professorship. This does not mean that additional funding would not be useful
The division finds itself in compe tition for faculty it often cannot win due to salary issues and lack
of summer money, or other resources .
To partially offset this liability we have begun look ing for donors to endow a new fund that will
hopefully support an annual payout for one or two deserving faculty members to improve our
faculty retention.
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While our faculty could do better with respect to gender represehtation (25% of the 2015-16
tenure-track faculty are fema le), the division has a diverse faculty with regard to race and national
origin . We will have one African-American faculty member , two Asians , and one Hispanic .
Appendix VII is a table given to outside reviewers from the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schoo ls of Business (AACSB) when they visited in fall 2014. It shows all the faculty who taught
courses that are required for our majors in AY 2013 -14, including faculty who are outside our
dfvision . In some cases the faculty are outside our division (math and economics professors
sometimes adjuncts, for examp le) and o~hers are international program local faculty that our
division has far less control and oversight than division faculty members . As we will see when we
discuss the externa l review , the conclusion that was made by the AACSB vis iting team 1s that the
division is too reliant on adjunct faculty.

VI- External Review
In fa ll 2014 Seaver Business and GSBM underwent a join t AACSB con tinuous improvement
review (CIR). The visiting team's report and the final AACSB evaluation serve as our external
peer review .
The process began with our internal review . While much of the internal rev iew was focused on
GSBM, but also included Seaver Business . Appendix VIII is the self-study that was sent to
AACSB for the purposes of our CIR .
The peer review team (PRT} cons1sted of three members , Michael J. Paige, Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs, Bentley University ; Bill C . Hardgrave , Dean and Wells Fargo
Professor , Raymond J . Harbert College of Business , Auburn University ; Karly 8 . Leggio ,
Professor of Finance and ex-Dean, Se llinger School of Business and Management, Loyola
University Maryland. Provost Paige served as the chair of the PRT .
The team's schedule is shown below :
AACSB Visiting Team 's Schedule

Sunday - Oct. 6

Who

What

Whe re

4:00 - 5.00 pm

Peer Review Team (PRT)

Arrfve to Drescher
Graduate Campus

Graziadio Vi lla

5:00 - 6:30 pm

PRT

PRT Meeting

V illa Board Roo m
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6:30 - 8:00 pm

PRT1 Leadership Teams,
Accredi tation Team

Dinner

TBD

Monday - Oct. 6

Wh o

What

Wh ere

7·30 - 8:00 am

PRT

Breakfast

Villa Board Room

8:00 - 8:30 am

Deans , Accreditation ,earn

Orientat ion, facilities, base
room

Drescher - TBD

8:30 - 1o:ooam

PRT, Leadership Team

Strategic and management
issues

Drescher - TBD
Drescher - TBD

10:00 -10 :15 am

BREAK

10:15 -11 :00 am

AD Academic Affairs , Dept.
Chairs

Faculty management and
support

Drescher - TBD

11:00 - 11:45 am

Selected Faculty 1 (Tenure
Track)

Faculty managemen t and
support

Dresche r - TBD

11:00 - 11:45 am

Selected Faculty 2
(Tenured and Supporti ng)

Faculty management and
support

Drescher - TBD

11 :45 - 12:30 pm

Program Support Staff

Studen t support

Drescher - TBD

12:30 -1:30 pm

Program ADs and Program
Chairs

Lunch

Drescher - TBD

1:30 - 2:30 pm

Personnel Commit tee

Promo tion and tenure

Dresche r • TBD

2:30 - 3:30 pm

Finance and Adm inistration

Resource management

Drescher - TBD

3:30 - 3:45 pm

BREAK

Drescher - TBD

3:45 - 4:45 pm

LA Committee and
Curriculum Committee

Assurance of learning and
curriculum

Drescher - TBD

4:45 - 5:30 pm

Selected Students 1
(Undergraduate)

Student support

Drescher - TBD

4:45 - 5:30 pm

Selected Students 2
(Graduate)

Student support

Drescher - TB D
Drescher - TSO

BREAK

5:30- 5:45 pm
5:45 - 6:30 pm

Alumni Relations and
Advancement

External relations

Drescher - TBD

6:30 - 7:30 pm

Adv isory Boards and
Alumni

Stakeho lders

Drescher - TBD

7:30 pm

PRT

Dinner, return to Vi lla

Villa Board Room

Wh o

What

Whe re

7:30 - 8: 15 am

PRT

PRT Meeting

Villa Board Room

8:30 - 9:30 am

PRT, Leadersh ip Teams

Mee ting/ pre liminary report

Lower Campus (TAC)

9:30 - 10:30 am

PRT, President , Provost ,
Deans

Meet ing / preliminary reporl

Lower Campus (TAC)

Tu esday - Oct. 7

'10:30 am

PRT

Leave for Ai rport
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As can be seen from the self-study and the schedule , the team was given a comprehensive self 
study and conducted a comprehensive

rev iew that covered all levels of stakeholders and issues

from administrators , faculty , faculty recruitment , students, staff . alumni, advisory boards, fund
raising , curriculum review , and academic affairs.
The PRT report is available in Appendix IX. One of the main threads of the PRT report questions
the reason why Seaver Business and GSBM are seeking joint accreditation.

Prior to the adoption

of the 2013 standards, which we chose lo be under , institutions with more than one degree
granting institution had to apply jointly . The abi lity to apply individually was made available only
after the standards were rewritten in 2014, long after we had already embarked on our CIR
report. For the rest of this section, we will focus mainly on the report as it pertains to Seaver
Business ,
The report found positive aspects of our program. To wit:

•

•

Impact across the communities served by bo th units is cohsistenl w ith their missions . As
rightfully reflected in the self-evaluation report, the most significant impact is made
across the education and practitioner/corporate /s oc ietal domains . {page 4)
Commendable innovat ions w ith impact include (but are by no means limited to) the
Microfinance C lub and the Career Boot Camp initiative within the Co llege's Business
Administration Division . (page 4)
The documentary evidence of engagement with students , corporations and society
was unequivoca lly confirmed during the visit. ... Engagement with students extends well
beyond their graduation, and alumn i of both the Schoo l and Co llege disp lay great affinity
with the University . An affinity that holds great promise and potentia l for the future through collaborative/experiential learning and through funding opportunities . (page 4-5) .
the Business Administration Division of the Frank R. Seaver College of Letters , Arts, and
Sciences continue to fully meet the elig ibility cri teria of AACSB with respect to both core
values and guiding principles, and general criteria . (page 6)
Both units utilize a variety of support personnel to meet their student-centered mission .
Career centers, advisors, and mental health professionals are utilized to assist the
students in many different areas. It is clear, they care deep ly about their students. (page
9)
The mission of Pepperdine as a "Christian university committed to the highest standards
of academic excellence and Christian values, where students are strengthened for lives
of purpose, service, and leadership" is clearly embodied in the educational missions of
botl1 the Geo rge L. Graziadio Schoo l of Business and Mahagement, and the Frank R.
Seaver College of Letters , Arts , and Sciences . Both units demonstrate an exemplary
commitment to their students and the education/student centric nature of the University
and is evident and understood by all - faculty and staff, students , alumni , and other
externa l stakeholders . Commitment to student learning, espoused by many institu tions, is
truly practiced across the business and management portfo lio of programs offered at
Pepperdine University . (page 11)
Both George L. Graziadio School of Business and Management and the Business
Administration Division of Frank R. Seaver College . of Letters, Arts, and Sciences have a
strong commitment to student learning, Faculty clearly see their primary role as being
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oriented to ensuring effective learning of students whether these are pre-experienced
undergraduates or significantly experienced mature learners. This commitment translates
into a significant investment of time into student learn ing but it does come at a price with
respect to scholarly output. The units need to continually reflect upon the idea of the
teacher-scholar and ask whether sufficient time is available for the level of scholarly
endeavor needed to ensure "best-practice " education . This framing of the relationship
between teaching and scholarship for education centric units of this type needs to extend
beyond the base definitions of Faculty qualification criteria. (page 11)
The PRT recognized and praised the division , and its faculty , for its student-centered focus that
aligns with the mission of the college and the university's missions. This is evident in the care
and attention the faculty give to the students , as well as the assistance afforded by campus life,
the Seaver Care Team and other support groups .
The team also pointed to changes that they considered would improve the program . Besides the
issue of whether GSBM and Seaver Business should apply separately for accred itation, the main
issues found by the PRT deal with the process for determining faculty qualifications , whether
faculty are sufficiently current , and the lack of a workable mission statement and strategic plan
that will guide decisions on resource allocation in the future . A sample of these commen ts are
below .
1. The absence of full strategic planning on the part of the Frank R. Seaver College's
Business Administration Division ... something of a challenge. In particular , the mission of
the College's Business Administration Division and the accomplishments needed to
achieve it are not considered specific enough to guide actfon and choice, particularly in a
resource constrained environment. (page 2)
2. Faculty sufficiency challenges persist with the Business Administration Division of the
Frank R. Seaver College of Letters, Arts, and Sciences. To a certain extent, this is
explained by the scale of the portfolfo of programs (four BS degrees inclusive of the
flexib le BS Contract Major) relative to the size of the full-time Faculty. The scope of the
curricula that needs to be offered necessitates the use of a significant number of adjuncts
whose participation (and qualifications per Standard 15) present challenges in spite of the
sometimes libera l interpretation of the hurdles. (pages 2-3)
3. Faculty qualifications wlthin the Frank R. Seaver College's Business Admini stration
Division present difficulties with respect to both the scholarly academic (SA) and practice
academic (PA) hurdles , particularly given the stretch sometimes employed when
classifying individuals ... (page 3)
4, Unfortun ately, concerns expressed in the 6th year review dated March 19th, 2011 are still
evident. Academic qualification sufficiency targets under the prior standards that proved
challenging for the University's business and management degree offering entitles are
not without problems under the new standards . This also applies to sufficiency issues
within the Frank R. Seaver College's Business Adminis tration Division. Requirements for
qualification across the four categories , and particularly for practice academics need to
be made more explicit and to take further cognizance of stated mission(s) and vision.
5. The 6th year review report [the result of the 2009 AACSB accreditation process] states :
Seaver's mission statement includes: "Participating in the professional community
through research, scho larly papers, pub lications , and service ... " ... However, the it actual
research output , in terms of both quality and quantity , does not measure up to those
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statements. In spite of the adjustment to the College mission statement to ... teachers
committed to a life of instruction and scholarship ... , the above challenge remains This
would include significantly elevating the research demands (in quality and possibly
quantity) and significantly reducing the teaching loads with the possible attendant
requirement of a research only trimester. Similarly , clarificat ion is required for the
Business Administration Division of the Frank R, Seaver College.
6. Both the George L. Graziadio School of Business and Administration and the Frank R.
Seaver College's Business Administrat[on Division hfghlight "real-world" and ''education"
impact. Interesting ly, wh ile the Impact@ [Seaver] statement does mention more
traditional academic impact, this aspect does not feature highly for either unit relative to
how it might dominate more research oriented institutions . This is not a fa iling for an
educat ion centr ic instit1,1tionlike Peppe rdine University with its strong faith-based and
societal mission. Rather, the commendab le reality that this articulates should be far more
expllcitly reflected as the raison d'etre of ... the Frank R. Seaver College of Letters, Arts ,
and Sciences (as reflected in the aspirations, strategies and facu lty orientation of its
Business Administration Division). (page 4)
7. ... as the "dominant partner" in the MCSB accreditation journey, George L. Graziad io
sets the broad criteria for facu lty qual ifications and participation. Frank R. Seaver 's
Business Administration Division then seems to adopt these guide lines with a little
"massaging" relative to what would be a tighter cultu ral fit within its own College if
expressed somewhat differently . (page 5)
8. The Frank R. Seaver College 's Business Administration Division should have a distinctive
strategic plan related to its scholarly and education programs ... . (page 7)
9. The Frank R. Seaver facu lty current ly have more [than GSBM ) shortcom ings when 11
comes to meetlng MCSB standards relative to the number of participa ting faculty as well
as the appropriate level of scholarly academics (SA) aod practice academics (PA) . A
significantly improved systematic means of applying the classificatlon rubric to assess
faculty qualifications shou ld be implemented . (page 8)
10. The Business Administration Division of Frank R. Seaver College has a facu lty
sufficiency issue. Overall , it does not meet the minimum standatd of75% sufficiency ,
although it is very close (74%). One of the disciplines , decision sciences, is less than
60%. Given a relatively-liberal definition of participatlng - ''a facu lty member is considered
participating if he or she cont ributes to the college or University in other ways" (beyond
teaching) - the particlpatlng percen tage should be much higher . This overall lack of
participating faculty suggests a potential threat to their ability to maintain their student
centered mission. (page 8)
11. The over-use of supporting faculty can erode the ability to cater -to the students' needs
(due to lack of availability of faculty who are not engaged regular ly with the university) .
(page 8)
12. The qualification criteria regarding peer reviewed publicat ions is vague and not widely
understoo d by the administrat ion or faculty . (page 9)
13. Overall, Seaver does not meet the 90% minimum of SA+PA+SP+IP (Le., 88%) . (page 10)
14. Although ... Seaver (has) n'lade progress since the last review, (It] still sutfer(s] from a lack
of qualified faculty, espec ia lly considering the liberal interpretation of the categories and
the emphasis on improving this aspect since the last review. (page 11)

To clarify the term inology of the comments made above, faculty qualification refers to the manner
in which facu lty are judged to remain current. Sufficiency comments concern the faculty
partic ipation in institutional governance .
The PRT criticisms fall into three , over lapping, categor ies. One is the lack of a m1ssion statement
and strategic plan for the division, the second is the lack of a division specific set of standards for
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The final assessment from AACSB came in mid February in the form of a letter from AACSB 's
Continuous lrnprovement Review Committee. While they pared down the PRT letter to fewer
issues, but the negative points concerning faculty sufficiency and qualifications remain the same.
The negative comments fall into four categories (with the number of the negative commen t 111
parenthesis) .
•

The need for a mission statement and a strategic plan that align with our mission and
resources (comments 1, 5, 6, and 8, above) .
The creation of qualification standards that align with the mission statement and a
sufficient number of faculty who meet these standards (1, 3, 4 , 5, 7, 9, 12, 13, and 14),
The creation of sufficiency standards that align with the mission statement and a
minimum ratio of faculty who meet these standards (2, 4, 9, 10, and 11).
The overuse of adjunct professors , that lead to many of the above challenges in rneeting
qualification and sufficiency standards .

It should be noted that these issues are not new with the 2014 PRT review The 2009 visiting
team made similar comments (as background the Scholarly Academic ranking referred to by the
2014 PRT was called Academically Qualified (AQ) in 2009 ...
Given that the Peer Review Team has some questions about the relatively low hurdles
for becoming AQ , our concerns are raised to a higher level. Whi le steps have been taken
to rectify this situation , we would like the school to show continued improvement in the
area of faculty qualifications . (page 2, March 2012 Maintenance of Accreditation
Review-2012 MAR)
The 2009 team saw the same weaknesses as the 2014 team , so it is not surprising that the 2014
team stressed that standards needed to be clearer and enforced . The 2014 PRT was perceptive
in describing the process leading up to the 2014 review. The Seaver Business faculty were not
made aware of the above comment with respect to AO status requiring a l1igher level of scholarly
output. The minimum in 2009 was for a faculty member to have at least one peer reviewed
journal article and some other intellectua l contributions. The Seaver Faculty believed this was the
standard and published accordingly . It was not until the fall 2013 that the Seaver Business
faculty heard that GSBM was imposing a minimum three article limit (along with additional ICs). It
was not possible for the Seaver Business faculty to react to the three fold increase in
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expec tation s in less than one year.

Simi larly , the 2009 team wonder ed if the loads on Seaver Business faculty were too much ...
Facu lty are the .key resource for building. a successful academic program , and faculty
need to receive an appropriate level of support so they can meet the expectations the
institution places on them. Particu larly in the Seaver program, it is not clear that faculty
support and development are at an appropria!e level. Faculty face heavy teaching and
advising loads , have responsibility for assurance of learning and other service
commitments, and must also find time for their scholarship . It is not clear that the
teaching load is appropriate given the expectations for faculty performance in other
areas. In addition to finding adequate time, faculty development funding may not be
adequate to sustain faculty efforts. In add ition, faculty salary levels may not be in line
with the aspirations and expectations of the institu tion. (emphasis added) (page 3 1 MAR)

It shou ld be noted that Seaver College partia lly address the issue of salaries and g iven the
constraints it faces in the Seaver culture , they d id about a ll that could be done at that time . The
other items (teaching and advis ing loads, assurance of learning responsibilities, and other service
commitments and facu lty development funding) have only been partially addressed , if at all.
Suggestions on how these might be add ressed are discussed in our section regarding closing the
loop.

VIL-S ustain ability of the Program
The re are two parts to whether the majors in the Seaver Bus1ness are sustainable , The first is
demand from the students , the second is the supply of resources to help meet that demand .
These will be addressed in turn ,
Demand
From the looks of the enrol lment trends in earlier sections, there is sufficient and growing demand
at least for the accounting and business administrat ion majors . Between 2011 and 2014 the
growth rate In accounting and bus iness administration majors has fncreased 41 % and 18%,
respectively while Seaver College enro llment increased less than 3%. In 2014 account ing majors
represented 3% of tota l Seaver studen ts compared to 2% in 2011 . Similarly Business
Adm inistration majors made up more than 15% of all Seaver students, up less than 13% in 2011
Clearly, there is a demand for account ing and business admi nistraUon majors .
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ihe one Seaver Business major that 1snot experienc ing an enrollment increase is internat ional
business. There were 62% fewer fully adm itted international business majors in 2014 than ln

2011 and an 26% drop in pre-lnternational majors dLlring the same time.
Despite the recent drop in international business enro llment, the total number of declared
account ing, business administration , and internationa l business majors has increased from 652 in
2011 to 735 in 2014 (an 12% increase).
As Grow Seaver tal<es effect, we can expect the number of studen ts in Seaver Business to grow
even faster. If the growth in business majors increases at the same rate as it has when we have
not been intentionally growing Seaver , there can be a significan t increase in the number of
Seaver Business majors.
Clearly, the demand for a Seaver Business major is present, and increasing at a faster rate.
When one subtracts the international business majo r from the majors, the growth in interest by
stude nts is even more impressive.
The above only describes the increased demand fo r Seaver Business maj ors. It does not
account for the increase in demand for Seave r Business classes by non-Seaver Business majors ,
As other majors realize the importance of a business background, they are requiring or offe ring
as electives, our non-rest ricted courses, such as organizat ional behavior, business law,
accounting and finance for non-bus iness majo rs, and, most recent ly, persona l finance. A census
was taken of the non Seaver Business majors taking business adminis tration division classes.
This census did not include non Seaver Business majors who were taking accounting classes as
part of an accounting minor , so it ls a lower bound. Despite this there was still a 73 student
increase in non-majors taking BA classes from Spring 2011 to Spring 2014.
Sih111arly,
the division rs now embarking on the MSA program, a further avenue of increased
demand .
~
If there is a cause tor concern rega rding the sustainabil ity of Seaver Business, it is the increasing
resources necessary to meet the increased student demand .
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Our facilities do not prov ide a constraint. We, and the commun ications divis ion are housed on
one of the newer classroom/office buildings on campus. In the thirteen years since the Center for
Commun ication and Business opened technology has advanced and the furniture is star ting to
look like it has been used heavily fo r thirteen years, but these are minor and can be corrected in
incremental ways . Classrooms are adequa te in number and quality, and wlth the implementation
of a new schedu ling scheme , should not provide a binding constraint even in the early years of
Grow Seaver. The one physical resource on which we running low is office space.

In this curre nt academic yea r we experimented with remo v1ng the whi te boards in one room and
replacing them wi th "Think Paint'' on every wa ll. Th1nl< Palnt is a prod uct that acts much like a
white board in that students can wr ite on the wall with dry erase ma rkers that can be erased .
Classes are able to be broken up into teams who are giv en ass ignme nts to wor k on in their
section of the wall. T his room has been widel y accla imed by the faculty who use it, and members
of other off ices and divisions on campus have come by to see how the think pain t is working . The
div ision plans to conver t a couple of rooms per year to this format.
The co llege has provided us with funding that wi ll increase access to the Bloombe rg News
Service . T his inc rease wi ll allow our students and facu lty to access financial data to help in
classwo rk, and scholar ly activ ity . The library is ope nly avai lable to help studen ts and faculty in
research for classes or intellectual con tributio ns. Marc Vinya rd is a strong ally in meet ing with our
facu lty , studen ts, and staff, and deserves a special commenda tion for hold ing office hours at least
once a week d uring t11e school year to help us all in our sea rch for information.
Th e previous five-year program report made a poin t tha t the opera ting budget had not chahged .
However , the divis ion is not inadequately funded for operations. This may be d ue to changes in
operat ions caused by a ltera tions of divis ion behavior (such as acquiring laser printers to do the
bulk of printing rather than pay the rapacious prices for use of the large printer, use of persona l
mob ile phones .instead of paying the equa lly rapacious pr[ces for the office land line phones).
The one area where there seems to be some const raint on the divis ion's budget is for studen t
workers in the dfvision office . W ith the California minimum wage set to increase January 1, 2016 ,
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this may become a bigger issue in AY2015-16.
The prob lem with meeting the increase in demand mentioned above is not for lack of the tangible
resources . Instead the true issue with sus taining Seaver Business and having it improve,. is
labor , specifically faculty .
Earlrer it was reported that in ear ly 2010 , the AACSB PRT construed that, "Particular ly in the
Seaver program , it is not clear that faculty support and development are at an appropriate level.
Faculty face heavy teaching and advising loads, have respons ibility for assurance of learning
and other service comm1tments, and must also find time for their scholarship-. It is not c lear that
the teaching load 1s appropriate given the expectations for faculty performance in other areas . In
addition to finding adequate time, facu lty deve lopment funding may not be adequate to sustain
faculty efforts _In addition, faculty salary levels may not be in line with the aspirations and
expectations of the institution ."
The 2014 AACSB PRT found similar concerns , "The Business Administration Division of Frank

R. Seaver Col lege has a faculty sufficiency issue. Overall , it does not meet the minimum standard
of 75% sufficiency, -although It is very close (74%) .. , the participating percentage [the percentag e
of tenure track facul ty] should be much higher. This overall lack of participating faculty suggests a
potential threat to their ability to maintain their student-centered mission ."
Despite this realfzed and anticipated growth . the number of tenure-track positions in Seaver
Business has remained constant at 18. The number of students per tenure track position has
risen from 36.22 (=652/18) to 40.88 (=735/18) . To bring the student per tenure track position
back to 2011 levels , two more tenure track positions would have to be created .
Th is is a lower-boundary estimate because it does not increase does not take into account the
increased demands on Seaver Business due to more students from other majors taking Seaver
Business courses that are either requir ed or are one of a selection for their majors , minors , or
cert ificate programs. In Spring 2015 there were 73 more non-majors taking Seaver Business
classes than In Spring 2011 . If the class size is not to exceed 25, this would warrant yet another
tenure track position (three c lasses per semester) . Furthermore, the 73 non-major enrollment
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increase does not accoLint for non"majors taking accounting classes to satisfy an accounting
minor , nor is there any attempt to compensate for the 1ncreased demands related to the MSA
program.
Finally , the above analysis does not account for classes that we could offe r and fill If we had more
faculty . By looking at our wa iting lists, Rhonda Huddleston has estimated that we could teach
eigM more classes (two more in dedsion sc1ences, management, and marketing, and one more
each In accounting, and law) over and above what we currently are offering .
Fallure to address the tenure track position shortages wil l jeopardize Seaver Business status as
the "education centr ic institution " that the AACSB PRT saw fn Its 2014 visit.

Facuity retention
Getting authorization to hire more tenure -track positions wil l do little to enhance the Seaver
Business majors exper ience, if 1tIs not poss ible to retain the facu lty t hat are hired . Since AY
201 O the division has hired seven tenure-track faculty (Velasquez in 201 O: Smith, Postlethwaite,
and Brough in 2011; Shearer in 2012; Myer in 2013; and Son in 2014) , Over this same period we
have lost four of these new hires (Velasquez in 2012, Brough in 2013, Smith and Myer in 20 15).
Indeed only Postlethwaite, Smith, and Shearer have stayed with the divis ion more than two years,
and Smith l'eft after four years .
Most of the ''defections" were due in some way due l1igher salaries offered by another institution .
Th is is supported, in part by the faculty who have stayed more than two years. Professor
Shearer's income is supplemented by a military pension , and Ben Postlethwaite has emotional
attachments to the institution due to his alumnus status .
Prompted partly by the 2009 AACSB report, the Seaver administration comm itted to pay1ng
faculty who are academically qual ified (now scholastic academ ic) at the mean of the AACSB
salar y survey starting in AY2012-13 , In face of a belief by many Seaver faculty that all facu lty
should be paid the same , this break with the Seaver pay ladder was an act of courage. Even with
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this an offer to one of our faculty has a 50% chance of pay ing more than ou r salary . The chances
increase even more because the mean income is reached on ly when th e faculty member is at top
step of a rank . Therefore , 2/3 of the time if the salary a faculty member receives is below the
mean, sometimes by 12% or more .
Salary is not the only reason for defections _ A common complaint among the Seaver Business
faculty is that the ins titutional support is not commensu rate w ith the demands put on facu lty . This
observation was made by both AACSB visiting teams .
In a previous section this report introduced the divisfon facu lty peer schools. These were the
schools that Seaver Business faculty suggested were like us so we could compare ourselves with
these business progr ams (recall many of the institutional peers do not offer business degrees) .
Besides using these programs for comparing curricula , the schools were used to determine how
Seaver Business compares in terms of teaching and advising load, and faculty support ma tters
such as research funds and sabbatical policy. How Seaver Business ranks in each of these
categories is shown in the table below ,
Teaching load

Advising
loads

Summer
grant
money

Institutional grant
money

Sabbaticals

Similar
policies . Two
schools allow
for class load
reduction if
faculty are AQ .

5 out of
5

Tied for
last out of
5 schools

Sim ilar policies to
Seaver 's for four of
schools
responding. One
schoo l g ives up to
three year grants

One school has a
stronger program
than Pepperdine
and all of the
others , which are
similar .

Funding for
conference
reg , and
travel
Tied for
fourth out of
6 schools .

If Seaver Business has the best in a particular category in the table above , it is rated number one ,
if Seaver Business is second best , number two and so on . Since not every schoo l reported in
each category , the numbers of schools in each column varies . As can be seen in only a couple of
categories is Seaver Business the worst , but the college usually places in the lower half on most
categories where there is a difference in policies .
One thing is clear . When the next five -year program review is written, the division will not be the
same as it is now At least 25% of the current faculty will be retired , and perhaps more will have
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resigned , The decisions that are made to create tenure-track positions and fill the ones that
become vacant over the next five years will determine if the division will be stronger in 2020
VIII.- Closi ng the Loop

Due to our ongo ing assessment process, incremental changes to our curriculum and to our
assessment process have been implemented in the last four years . Among these are ·
Curricular changes:
•

Become more intentional in choosing adjunct faculty who are academically qualified (now
scholastic academic) .
Hire another tenure-track full time decision sclence facLilty (who arrive in fall 2015) 111
anticipation of the AACSB criticism of the staffing in this area.
Write a new mission statement for our divis ion,
Make English 101 a prerequisite for our writing intensive classes .

•

Make financial management or accounting and finance for non-business majors a
prerequisite for real estate Investment.

Changes in our assessment process :
PL0#4 was revised to make a student 's progress In th is area eas ier to assess .
•

A set of "division peers" was established when it was discovered that many of the
institutional peers designated by Seaver College did not have business programs , and
some that did , were not AACSB accredited programs .
The curriculum map was reviewed and revised when appropritate .
All faculty who taught classes that either introduced, developed, or whe re students
mastered a PLO met before each semester to coordinate the assignments for that PLO to
ascertain what direc t, indirect, and authentic evidence will be used in assessing the PLO
that is being assessed that year . This assures uniformity between class sections , a more
equal distribution of work, and last minute surprises are kept to a minimum
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Begin to alter the division faculty 's mindset on assessment from a culture of compliance
to a cu lture of effective assessment (this is a work in prog ress).
In addition , the process of working through this five-year review has highlighted some additional
areas for change . In some cases, the area for change wil l lead to specific proposals. In other
cases, the call will be for more observation and discuss ion on items identified in this five-year
review
Specific curricular proposals .
Students should only be allowed to repeat a core course once if they fai l to get a grade of
C- or better.
a

Some pre-Seaver Buslness majors struggle throug h the seve n or eight
prerequisite courses necessary to be fully admitted to a Seaver Business major .
Many have to take one or more of these classes three or four times before
receiving a grade of C- or better .
Even if these studen ts finally do gain adm ittance, the chances that they will do
well in the restricted classes are very low , since the core courses were to provide
them with the foundation to succeed in the upper division classes . Given the
challenges they faced in acquiring the foundation materials it is unlikely they w ill
succeed in the later classes. There are many programs around camp us that do
not have the prerequisites present in Seaver Business that will prepare students
for entry into the business realm.
In addition to making students seek a major where they will be more likely to
succeed, the Implementa tion should have some positive , although incrementa l,
impact on the use of division resources since students not well suited for
business will not be retaking courses multipl e times .

Assessment changes
•

Complete the division strategic plan
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As mentioned in two rounds of AACSB assessmen ts, the division needs a
strategic plan that will guide the division and its leadership in its dec isions for
future changes and resource usage. Five years ago the faculty resisted th is
change, thinking this was the domain of lhe college (and no doub t avoiding the
work necessary to craft a strategic plan). Current division leaderst'lip recognizes
the benefit of a strategic plan and w ill worl< towards completing one at the
division faculty meeting in August 2015.

•

Provide comprehensi ve set of standards for the four AACSB standards of faculty
qualif1cations.
o

This is already in progress and should be comp leted short ly. Before being
adopted it will be sent to all full-time division faculty for review and comment so
that the process is transparent with full faculty participation, as opposed to
previous iterations .

Areas for observation
These are "close the ioop " areas for consideration that require further deliberation by the division
faculty and college administration to determine If action is called for.
Program changes
•

Put in place a program to increase the number of tenure track positions .
o

The ratio of tenure track to visaing and adj unct faculty continues to hover around
50% . Th is makes 1tcha lleng ing to meet facu lty qL1alifications and sufficiency
standards, particularly when facu lty go on sabbatical, professiona l or personal
leaves of absences, internationa l programs, or have release time . All of these
are desired or required , but do present d1fficulties in meet ing external standards
and the obligation we have to our students to put a program together that is of
the qua lity implied by its price.

Investigate ways to retain faculty .
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The division is encouraged by recent conversations with the Dean's office that
the col lege and division interests are becom1ng aligned in this area.

What is the fUture of the international business program at Seaver Business?
o

This was brought up after a previous assessment, but there was .significant push
back from the folks tn admissions who claimed that several hundred students
who are atttac ted to Pepperdine would be disenfranchised .
This report observes a dramatic decline in the number of pre-international
business majo rs, leaving fewe r students are affected . The research conducted
for this five-year review to benchmark our program indicates that only two
international business BS programs still exist in all of the divis ional and
institut ional peers combined.
In add ition, the employment record fo r international bus iness majors is below that
for the other two majors in the division, indicating a decline in employer demand
for international business majors in gene ral.
Eliminating the International business major, or at least review ing it, would
respect the implication in the AACSB visiting teams reports that we have too
many majors.

•

Do we want to initiate a business writing class?
o

A close to unan imous feeling among division faculty is that our majors (even
native English speaking students) possess poor written communication skills.
This includes not only writing, but research methods, and technica l skills using
word processing programs, The faculty consensus is supported by this year's
assessment of the core curriculum on writ ing.
The benchmark ing done in this report shows that a busines s writing class is
broadly required in the institutional and div isional peer programs.
The challenge will be where to find the units for such a program. The Seaver
Business majors already are unit heavy, and adding another 2-4 units is difficult.
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One thought wou ld be to lnvestigate alternative ways of delivering the material in
the current required computer class and using those two units as a business
writ ing class. There is a writing for business class offered through the English
program, that could be looked at as a way to fill this need . This, however, is a
four-unit class, which is too large a number given the number of unlts already
required of our majors.
Should an entrepreneurship emphasis be offered as an option to our majors?
o

When reviewing the divis ion and -institution designa ted peers a common
program, either as a major or as an emphasis , is in entrepreneurship . There are
two schoo ls of thought regatding the teaching entrepreneurship . One is that the
ability to see a "need", assess risk and return , and move forward is more a
funct ion of nature than nurture. The number of successful entrepreneurs who
dropped out of college is legend. This perspective argues that it is better to
teach bus iness basics than try to teach being an entrepreneur .
The other view is that entrepreneurship is more than starting a business in one's
garage. Rather it helps one look at the world in different ways and "think outside
the box." This argument would continue that these are useful skills for people in
business regard less of whether one starts their own business. The argument
continues that creat ing such an emphasis at Pepperdine would honor the,
institution 's roots.

•

How do we plan for division leadership?
o

Through most of the four years covered by this five~year review, the division was
led by interim chairs . This is not meant to impugn the ta lents, efforts, or ski lls of
these individuals, but ii made it difficult for them to make long-term plans. The
process usually consists of the division reviewing candidates during the last year
of the incumbent 's te rm. At the end of the process if no suitable candidate is
found , then the division is left in a quandary. To avoid thls, it is recommended
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that a process is put in place to identify future leaders early so they can be
recognized and "groomed " for succeeding the incumbe nt chairman or
chairwoman .
Revive the division's mojo
o

While vagL1eand not measurable , the division is suffering from a decline in moral.
Part of this has to do with the apparent lack of appreciation of the faculty's efforts
by the AACSB visiting team and the loss of qualified and popular faculty over the
last four years . Another part is that there appears from internal and external
sources a lack of apprec iation of the value of faculty time through seemingly
endless demands for more meetings , and administrative chores such as
assessment
Whatever the reason, the division faculty remain united, but emotionally bloodied .
A program should be implemented that will revive the division's momentum . Part
of this w ill be to enlist the faculty to participate in creating a new vision for itself.
This has been done partially through the creation of the mission statement , and
wil l hopefully carry over into the strategic plan and a redesign of the division's
CCB space
Division faculty should be encouraged to become more involved in the main
campus activities such as the Tuesday, Thursday faculty dining room lunches.
Whtie this does not directly affect student learning , there is a strong indirect link.
As we rebuild our momentum, faculty morale will increase along with class
"performance ".

Enhance the image of the division from the external and internal perspective .
o

Our division facu lty is a col lection of remarkable individu als wl10 have built
reputations in their discip lines, but the faculty rarely get noticed outside ot the
Pepperd ine commun1ty. A direct effort to improve our faculty's visibil ity in the
external community for expertise they have will raise the reputation of our
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division's faculty , as wel l as enhance the perceived value of our graduates '
degrees and perhaps work towards the improving the morale issue mentioned in
the last bullet point.
Efforts will be made to build more of a sense of community Within the Seaver
business student body so tl1at being one a Seaver business major comes with a
sense of pride. This can be done with social events as well as intentional moves
to inform the Seaver Business majors abOL1tevents and accompl ist1ments that
refect the high quality of our program.
Assessment process
•

A more efficient way to assess
o

The current way the division assesses its progress is to review one or two PLOs
each year for each major. This results in at least three assessment reports a
year (one for each major for each PLO being 'assessed). Given that there are six
PLOs, this is eighteen assessment reports in a four year period. Add to this
other assessment reports for core competencies and five year program reviews
and the number approaches two dozen in five years. While this would be
onerous enough if it were evenly distributed , the burden falls unequally to the
professors of the capstone classes, since this is where the bulk of our PLOs are
mastered . The AACSB visiting team from 2009 recog nized that this was not
sustainable even when the number consisted of only 18.
The process could be simplified by having fewer PLOs, or in another way
reduc ing the burden , but working with the Dean's office the burden has to be
reduced if this is to be susta ined .
Conclusion

The Seaver Business facu lty, staff, and students fully support our new mission statement

We

look forward to transforming your adults into trained professionals, as we have done so in the
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past Our hope is that through this review we will be able to accomplish this more effectively and
efficiently

